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E D I TO R I A L

New ways of
delivering value
During my recent trip to Taiwan, while I was busy experiencing the futuristic
country built around convenience, sustainability, and state-of-the-art technology, I
also observed the passion for technology amongst people and a knack of putting it to
work at the right place. It was quite visible especially on the manufacturing shopfloors.
Moreover, from shopfloor to topfloor, people are very much updated on the
technology advances and new applications. I am sure each and every person there is
convinced with the fact that keeping up-to-date with technology is essential for the
success of one’s business. No wonder, spending 3-4% of the turnover on R&D and
having 20% people working in R&D is a norm here.
If the information/data flow is very precise and efficient in an organisation, it is
more competitive. And that’s exactly the way it’s followed in Taiwan’s manufacturing
industry. Every detail of the shopfloor operation, including the performance and
condition of various machines, is documented by software and is available to the
concerned people on a real-time basis and also to the respective suppliers of the
machine parts. This helps ensure zero/minimum downtime and hence, reduced
losses. Check out the report on the Taiwan visit to learn more on this.
Later, I also got the opportunity to visit BIEMH, the leading machine tool show in
Spain. An interesting element noticed during the show was the focus on improving
customers’ productivity and energy efficiency by offering complete solutions.
Customisable innovation and digitisation were other noticeable aspects on the
displays. Have a look at the event report in this issue, to learn about these new ways of
delivering value to customers.
As usual, the other regular sections of the magazine are again packed with
interesting information.
I hope you continue enjoying our coverage!
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There is no doubt that the
manufacturing landscape is tricky to
navigate. There will always be some
products that will be made locally, such as,
items that are produced in low numbers,
items with a short shelf life, heavy items,
such as, bricks in order and those that need
to be changed quickly to adapt to market
needs. However, in general, if businesses
want to continue to manufacture products
in our country, then they need to think long
and hard about how they can do this whilst
building revenue, staying competitive and
continuing to prosper as a business.
Many manufacturers rely on their
technical expertise to keep themselves at
the cutting edge of innovation. Others do
everything they can to provide a higher
quality product. These companies can often
stay one step ahead of their competition
but this is not always possible for everyone.
Is there another way? Yes, there is. It is
called servitisation and it could possibly
revolutionise manufacturing worldwide.
The idea of manufacturers providing
services is not new. At a basic level,
10
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ARE OUR FACTORIES
AN ENDANGERED
SPECIES?
manufacturers have been supporting
their product offering with spare parts
for generations. The next step in the
servitisation model is to offer intermediate
services, such as, a helpdesk, periodic
maintenance, repair and overhaul. Again,
many of these are standard fare and
have been for a long time, even so these
intermediate services present a fantastic
opportunity for businesses to strengthen
relationships with their customers, and
provide ways to generate additional
revenue streams for the business.
But, it is with advanced services where
the opportunity for business growth is
even greater. With an advanced service
offering, the customer receives an outcome
or capability, rather than purchasing a
product. For example, an office manager
might sign up for the provision of ‘document

management solutions’ rather than buying
a photocopier. Similarly, an airline might
enter into an agreement for a number of
flying hours rather than ordering a jet
engine. The advantages with these advanced
services are numerous for both customer
and producer. The customer also benefits
from a guaranteed product performance
as well as commitments regarding product
development and enhancements over time.
In return, the customer agrees to a longerterm contract over several years and a
stronger partnership between manufacturer
and customer is formed, all of which
improves long-term cash flow and customer
lifetime value.
The manufacturer, instead of selling
products, is now in the business of
selling outcomes, bundling together a
range of products and services tailored
to individual customer’s requirements.
If carried out correctly, the business
transformation through servitisation
should allow for a new lease of life for
manufacturers up and down the country.
On that note, who said our factories were
an endangered species? ☐
EM | Jul 2018
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Samsung opens world's largest phone factory in India

Samsung Electronics recently opened a new factory in India, which the South Korean tech group says is the world’s biggest
mobile phone manufacturing plant and part of its plans to expand production in the world’s fastest growing major mobile
phone market. The company said in a statement that the factory will help it to double its current capacity for mobile phones in
Noida to an annual 120 million units, after the phased expansion plan is complete. Commenting on their expansion plans,
H C Hong, CEO, Samsung India, asserted, “We also plan to export India-made handsets. We ‘Make in India’, ‘Make for India’
and now, we will ‘Make for the World”. PM, Narendra Modi’s government has imposed taxes on imports of key smartphone
components to encourage electronics manufacturing in India, which would boost growth and create more jobs.

Bharat Forge invests in EV-maker Tevva Motors

Bharat Forge recently announced a strategic investment of £10 million in
Tevva Motors, UK. Tevva provides electric powertrain solutions for commercial
vehicles & buses in the 7.5 -14 T weight category. Bharat Forge has been
working on its R&D and technology strategy in the electric vehicle space over
the last few years, this being its third major initiative. Baba Kalyani, CMD,
Bharat Forge, cited, “This investment will bring focussed and state-of-the-art EV
powertrain solutions to our customers in India and worldwide. It will enable us to
gain better understanding of the 2-wheeler and commercial vehicle EV space.”

Manufacturing PMI rises to 53.1 in June

The Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) rose to 53.1 in June from 51.2 in May, consistent
with the fastest improvement in the health of India's manufacturing economy this year so far. This happens to be the 11th
consecutive month that the manufacturing PMI has remained above the 50-point mark. According to the survey, the
sector's activity grew at the strongest pace since last December, supported by the rise in domestic and export orders.
Emphasising on the manufacturing economy in India, Aashna Dodhia, Economist, IHS Markit, said, "India's manufacturing
economy closed the quarter on a solid footing against a backdrop of robust demand conditions, highlighted by the
sharpest gains in output and new orders since last December." Furthermore, new orders from international markets rose
for the eighth consecutive month, while the rate of expansion accelerated to the fastest pace since February. Besides,
reflecting stronger demand conditions, manufacturing firms were encouraged to engage in purchasing activity and raise
their staffing levels. The report also says that demand conditions are likely to improve over the next year.
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COMSOL Conference 2018 to be held in Bangalore

COMSOL Conference 2018, which is to be held in Bangalore on August 9-10, will explore
how multiphysics modelling and simulation apps have transformed the automotive industry,
consultancy services, the design optimisation in academia and more.The conference will
also exchange best practices around the use of numerical simulation. It will feature many
parallel sessions on structural mechanics, electromagnetics, heat transfer, chemical
reactions and so on. The program will include presentations on product design and
research by the COMSOL community, over 25 mini-courses on multiphysics simulation and
demo stations that offer one-on-one meetings with application engineers.

Synchronisation of virtual & real-time manufacturing
through 3DEXPERIENCE TWIN
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, recently hosted the
second edition of the regional adaptation of the global megatrend event,
‘Manufacturing in the Age of Experience’ in Chennai. This year, the copmany
plans to further boost Indian manufacturing in their digital transformation journey
with the 3DEXPERIENCE TWIN. Inaugurating the event, Samson Khaou,
MD-India, Dassault Systèmes, said, “The purpose of hosting a megatrend event
is to reach out to multiple manufacturing hubs across India. The
3DEXPERIENCE platform will complement the automobile policy of the state,
focusing on future consolidation of the automobile and components industry.”

CNC Software, releases Mastercam 2019
CNC Software Inc, developer of Mastercam, recently announced the release of Mastercam 2019, which was developed to streamline the manufacturing
process from job setup to job completion, and is now available for purchase. Mastercam 2019 increases programming efficiency, while reducing overall
production costs, with a series of automated 2D through 5-axis toolpath improvements. Re-engineered chamfering and holemaking strategies, plus the new
multi-axis deburring, provide new levels of time-saving automation and simplicity. It also reduces the preparation needed for part machining and
programming. This includes enhanced CAD functionality and 3D model import support, improved part preparation and fixture setup tools, additional
PowerSurface capabilities, and expanded support for Model-Based Definition (MBD). Mastercam 2019 also expands accelerated finishing with support for
taper and lens style tools, aimed at 75% cycle time improvement for finishing operations with superior surface finish quality. Plus, with improvements to
toolpath and machine simulation, toolpath graphics, and other verification and analysis tools, it provides greater programming assurance and allows for
more informed decisions before a job is run. These improvements include support for block drilling multiple holes simultaneously and better axis control in
simulation, allowing you to easily check machine limits or collision checking. Additionally, it also improves job documentation and management, while
helping to address quality and certification initiatives. New toolpath visualisation capabilities and section view tools, improvements to view and setup sheets,
and a wide array of system level enhancements improve effectiveness in managing job workflow and providing better tools for process documentation.
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IMTMA organises alumni meet as part of IMTMA Design Institute’s 5 year celebration
Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA) recently organised an alumni meet of machine tool designer
talent pool in Bengaluru as part of IMTMA Design Institute’s 5 year celebration. Speaking on the occasion, B C Rao, MD,
Kennametal and Executive Member, IMTMA, deliberated that young engineers are the backbone of the manufacturing
industry and their role is very important for its continuous growth. He added that the industry scouts for higher skilled
workforce, as on-the-job training for a fresh engineer would affect their economics and day-to-day operations. So, picking up
trained ‘industry-ready’ engineers from institutions will make the job easy for companies.

Tata Motors, M&M sign MOUs with Govt of Maharashtra for
EV manufacturing

Tata Motors and Mahindra & Mahindra recently signed MoUs with the Government of
Maharashtra, to further its next phase of expansion in electric vehicles. The MoUs (two
by Mahindra & Mahindra and one by Tata Motors) are intended to deploy 1,000 electric
cars over the next year. Speaking on the deployment of EVs, Dr Pawan Goenka, MD,
Mahindra & Mahindra, said, "We are actively engaging with the ecosystem stakeholders
to drive faster adoption of EVs.” Also alaborating on the initiative was Guenter Butschek,
CEO & MD, Tata Motors, who commented, “With our ready portfolio of EV, we are
geared up to meet future requirements beyond the current tender commitments.”

‘Siemens PLM Connection India 2018’ talks about importance of digitalisation
Siemens PLM recently held the ‘Siemens PLM Connection India 2018’. The event demonstrated the value of digitalisation from product
development, validation and operations through production and how it can help manufacturers realise innovation and make critical
decisions about the future of their products. The session was divided into three sections: Design, Simulation, Test; Application Lifecycle
Management, Collaboration, Costing, Quality; and Digital Manufacturing, Manufacturing Operations Management. The first section
covered topics such as, the integrated platform for Digital Twin and EGR Weld Optimisation through Finite Element Analysis and HEEDS
tool. It also spoke about simulation of vehicle static steering rack load based on steering kinematic and tire–road contact patch sliding
model. It also explored topics on incylinder combustion & vehicle emission optimisation for BS6 and thermal control of integrated
communication satellite payloads for thermo-vacuum test. The second section analysed the subject of product data management and
product lifecycle management in Tata motors using Siemens teamcenter. It also focused on product cost management and faster software
delivery with quality using Siemens Polarion ALM. The third section talked about Digital Twin for production & production capacity planning
in automotive industry using plant simulation. Furthermore, it gave an insight on digital planning of material & process flow for gear and
shaft manufacturing & part complexity and dimensional management using Next-Gen AW and Vis-VSA. It discussed parts manufacturing
solutions, manufacturing execution systems for Industry 4.0 and the role of advance planning and scheduling in manufacturing.
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“Our strategy depends on our
customer needs”
…says Niraj Seth, President, Amada India, while talking about his company’s business model to provide
the customers with end-to-end solution. In this interaction with Maria Jerin, he also briefs about Amada
India Technical Centre and the trends in the sheet metal working industry. Excerpts…
What are the recent trends you have witnessed in the area of sheet
metal working industry?
Recently, the market has been aligning towards fibre laser
technology. We have a technical centre based in Bangalore that
displays our latest fibre laser machines. Amada has invested
around 140 crores on its own to open a Greenfield project for
the technical centre. We, in Amada, believe that unless you
show the customers, you can’t gain their
confidence and unless you support them, it
is very difficult to sell.
Can you brief us more on the Amada India
Technical Centre in Bangalore?
The technical centre is established on
the procured land from KSIIDC. We have
around 4 to 5 laser machines with both CO2
and fibre technology and also, we have a lot
of punching and bending machines. The main
focus of the technical centre is verification.
Customer comes and verifies the product.
They can measure how much time it is going
to take during the machining process, what
is the cost of producing the component,
etc. We support them on how to make it better and how to
improve the overall performance and quality. Additionally,
our vocational training is one of the biggest advantages for our
customers wherein they can send their operators, programmers
and maintenance personnel to understand and work with the
machine better. Plus, we stock our own spare parts in India. So,
in case of any breakdowns, the machines will be supplied with
the spare parts and put back into operation.
In recent years, automation has played a role in every industry.
What is its impact in the sheet metal working industry?
Right now, the concept in India is that manpower is cheap.
But, this mindset is changing radically. Cheap labour does
not necessarily mean that you will get more productivity and

16

reliability. That’s why in our technical centre, we are proposing
a simple automation. If you are going to produce a component
using a high-speed machine, it will take time while unloading and
loading the next part, which defeats the whole purpose of using
a high-speed machine. So, you need to have automation that
augments the productivity in the high-speed machine. Similarly,
for bending machine, if you have a very high-end bending
machine, but you don’t have automation in it,
then you will not get the desired accuracy and
finish. That’s how we propose to the customer
and they are accepting it.
Can you highlight the difference between
fibre and CO2 laser technology in terms of its
affordability by the SME sector?
The biggest advantage of the fibre laser
machine is its low running cost whereas
the initial investment cost is higher. For
example, if a CO2 consumes 40 KW, fibre
laser consumes 12 to 13 KW. Thus, there
prevails a huge gap of power consumption.
Moreover, the limitation of the fibre is
that if you want a very good finish on the
stainless steel, CO2 can do a better job. So, it depends on the
customer’s requirement and the application. Unlike others
who have stopped making CO2 and push only fibre, we have
both. Therefore, whatever the customers’ requirement or
application, we can provide them with the required solution.
Going forward, how are you strategising your business model to
enhance your market presence in India?
Our strategy will depend on our customer requirements. Our
main focus is not to give them only a standalone but a complete
end-to-end solution: machine, software, proper training, service
support, etc. So, the customer is free to run the machine for five
or ten years and we will take care of the machine. That’s the entire
package we are offering to them. ☐
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“Industry 4.0 is about intellectuality”
David Wu, General Manager, Multiplas Enginery, Taiwan, in this interview with Dhiraj Bhalerao,
briefs on the factors that affect growth in the plastic machinery area, how the company plans to
promote its products in India and how Industry 4.0 is an inevitable evolution. Excerpts…
What are the major factors that affect growth in the plastic
machinery area?
There are three types of plastic machinery—injection moulding
machine, blow moulding machine and extruder. These are widely
used in food packaging, automotive industry, medication and
electronic manufacturing. Over 80% of products are produced
for exportation in Taiwan. The first factor that affects growth in
the plastic machinery area is global economics, such as, the crisis
in the financial, oil and gas sectors. The second factor is regional
economics – for example, the marketing
situation of Vietnam and India is advancing by
leaps and bounds; by contrast, the situation in
Brazil and Middle East is much worse.
Can you highlight your company’s USP and its
market presence globally?
There are more than forty engineers with
professional skills in our company. We provide
a wide range of customised machines to our
customers, not only for a single function but
also a special purpose machine.
China happens to be the largest market
for plastic machinery in the world. Recently,
competitive marketing has been there
about in China as they produce their own machines. Since
the manufacturing cost has become higher, many foreignfunded enterprises in China are starting to look for investment
opportunities in Southeast Asia. Therefore, this region has seen
a rapid growth in the market. India has also become a country
with growth potential due to its government’s initiative to give
importance to its economy.

What do you think about Industry 4.0?
Industry 4.0 is a kind of an inevitable evolution. It’s not just
about automation and internet but also about intellectuality.
There are four elements about Industry 4.0: IoT, Big Data,
CPS and AI. For machine suppliers, machines must have
some functions to help process and achieve Industry 4.0.
For example, machines and auxiliary devices can connect
together and send information to cloud, which is IoT
(Internet of Things). All the information can be recorded
and analysed, which is termed as Big Data
Analytics. The process can be simulated
and predictable in CPS (Cyber-Physical
System). The analysis results can run
though the software which makes the
machine self-optimised, which can be
termed as Artificial intelligence (AI).
In my opinion, the evolution will make
the process more reliable and help the
management to be more clear and precise.

What are the intelligent machinery and
solutions you could provide? Why make it
competitive in the market?
Multiplas provides two major solutions:
one is IMES and the other ICAM. For IMES, all kind of
Multiplas machines and process auxiliary, such as, coolers,
drying machines and robots can connect and transfer
information to IMES. Plus, IMES can record all data and
provide analysis charts, like process quality, SPC, material
consume prediction, daily production report or any process
result which user requires. And, ICAM is self-developed
software, where the user can import cavity and run 3D
What is your company’s future expansion plan & what is your go-to- drawing, and then select material and machine which
market strategy for Asian markets, especially in India & Vietnam? will apply to the process. The software will calculate the
Based on the experience of providing customised and automation required parameters to set up the machine that can run
solution, we are able to provide Industry 4.0, smart machine automatically through the network. During the moulding
and smart manufacturing. We establish the new company that process, IMES can provide results to ICAM and make it
provides system integrated services for current manufacturing modify the parameters. If ICAM can’t solve the problem,
trends. In fact, we are also preparing to build a new machinery then IMES will send an alarm to the manager’s computer or
shop in our Zhongli plant. We are optimistic about our future smart phone via internet. Most importantly, the hardware
and will increase our budget of marketing expenses in order to and software are developed by Mutiplas, which has over
promote our products in India and Vietnam, and encourage 30 years of experience in providing more customised and
participation in plastic exhibitions there.
applicable solutions to customers. ☐
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LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

Defying rules to
build a dynasty!
Rahul Bajaj
CHAIRMAN
BAJAJ GROUP

Prominent business tycoon and India’s
19th richest person, Rahul Bajaj is the
Chairman of Bajaj Group, owned by one
of India’s 10 biggest corporate families.
A no-nonsense, unabashedly confident
straight talker, Bajaj took over the company
in 1965 and helped bolster its revenue to
₹425.54 billion today from ₹72 million then.
The Bajaj Group dates back 92 years
to pre-independence India, founded by
industrialist, philanthropist and freedom
fighter, Jamnalal Bajaj in 1926. Rahul Bajaj
grandfather, Jamnalal Bajaj, had bought
a sugar and steel mill, while in 1945, his
father, Kamalnayan, had started Bajaj Auto.
Born on June 10, 1938, to Kamalnayan
and Savitri Bajaj in the Bengal Presidency,
Rahul Bajaj completed his education with a
Masters of Business Administration from
Harvard University and took over as Bajaj
Auto’s Chief Executive Officer in 1968 at
only 30 years of age.
Before liberalisation, India functioned
on socialistic principles, severely curtailing
companies’ profits. Hence, Bajaj Auto
was limited to producing 20,000 units of
motorcycles a year, far lower than the public
demand. Customers had to wait a decade for
20

TAKE CARE OF THE
CUSTOMER. THIS IS NOT
A CHARITY MINDSET. IT IS
AN ENLIGHTENED, ‘GOOD
BUSINESSMAN’ MINDSET.
the delivery of the beloved ‘Chetak’ scooter.
In such an environment, increasing costs
would have been the simplest solution. Not
so for Rahul Bajaj, who defied regulations
to produce around 25,000 two-wheelers
a year based on the ‘Economies of Scale’
principle. His grandfather was often referred
to as Mahatma Gandhi’s fifth son and was
sentenced to two years of imprisonment in
Nasik Central Jail, and even his wife Janaki
Devi Bajaj was arrested for six months.
Further, Bajaj’s parents, too had been
incarcerated for Indian independence.
This made him fearless of arrest, and he
continued to produce 25 per cent more than
the limit so that he could provide customers
with a high-quality, affordable product. Not
one to compromise on his business ethics,
Bajaj once said, “Take care of the customer.

If you cheat him, give him bad quality,
charge him more than you should, he will
not buy and you are in trouble. This is not a
charity mindset. It is an enlightened, ‘good
businessman’ mindset.”
Following this dictum, the Bajaj Group
today comprises of 37 companies and
its bellwether, Bajaj Auto, is the world’s
fourth biggest manufacturer of two-andthree wheelers. On July 2, 2018, Bajaj Auto
announced that its total sales had surged
65% to 4,04,429 units in June.
A strong business ethic, natural business
acumen and ability to see opportunities
where others find obstacles, have made Bajaj
what he is today. A Member of Parliament
since 2006 and a Padma Bhushan awardee
in 2001, Bajaj is an example of what every
entrepreneur should aspire to be. ☐

Suchi Adhikari
SENIOR SUBEDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
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Invented in the 1800s.
Optimized for today.

Visualization of the von Mises stress distribution in the housing of an
induction motor by accounting for electromechanical effects.
In the 19th century, two scientists separately invented the AC
induction motor. Today, it’s a common component in robotics.
How did we get here and how can modern-day engineers
continue to improve the design?
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating
designs, devices, and processes in all fields of engineering,
manufacturing, and scientific research. See how you can apply
it to robotics design.
comsol.blog/induction-motor
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ON THE ROAD TO GREEN MACHINES…
How can OEMs improve energy efficiency of machines

OEMs, today, are well-aware of the available energy efficiency technologies for improving
the efficiency of their equipment and machines. But while many OEMs are conscious of
the growing pressure and demands coming from the market, they are reluctant to make
changes due to the perception that new technologies will make their machines more
expensive to sell. In fact, companies that endorse energy efficiency and sustainability in
their thinking happen to experience stronger loyalty from their customers, produce better
quality machines with improved machine performance, and find more opportunities for
new business even in a tough economic environment. The Cover Story explores how
adopting an energy efficiency strategy concerning automation and control systems can
help OEMs develop more sustainable and energy efficient machines, as well as how these
new technologies bring benefits and new values to end users. A read on…
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Beyond the investment, the key point is to
secure an efficient motor control

The manufacturing industry manages production through a
key methodology—OEE or the Overall Equipment Effectiveness.
The key principal in this method is tracking metrics from
machines/lines between:
• Availability: Measuring productivity losses from downtime
- events which entirely stop production
• Performance: Measuring losses from slow production
cycles - processes not working at maximum speed
• Quality: Measuring losses from production not achieving
established quality levels
The OEE score measures manufacturing efficiency and
effectiveness and is closely linked to sustainability. Better quality
means less waste, greater availability means better energy
efficiency. The constraints of cost reduction, usage of resources
and energy reduction are becoming key drivers in the industry
as consumers require manufacturers to be more ‘green’. End
users understand the new challenges and have developed
strategies to reduce the energy for their production and to
become sustainable companies.

Adopting the energy efficiency approach
Machine builders are now in the front line to design, provide
and innovate for this new demanding market. Some solutions
already have proven their effectiveness and benefits. They bring
new added value to their equipment and a truly competitive
advantage through this new differentiation. Thus, end-users are
choosing these new benefits, with regards to their strategies.
It is at the design level that all the benfits of an energy
efficiency approach can be implemented. The following is a
review of key highlights that can benefit the energy efficiency
objectives of your customers and offer an advantage for your
machines/equipment, depending on their applications.

Machine design and energy efficiency
Machine engineering can be a key source of improvement in
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the energy consumption of machines.
Sizing of motors: All too often machine actuators are over-sized
(electrical motors, pneumatic actuators). This leads to machines
that consume more energy than necessary, something which
can easily be avoided through proper design. Applications need
to be carefully evaluated to consider how robust and reliable a
machine must be as well as what future evolutions of the
machine might be needed.
Small, simple motors are better than bigger ones. Experience
shows that from an energy effciency perspective, using motors
that are precisely matched to an application rather than simply
using motors with ‘more than enough’ power optimises energy
consumption. This basic recommendation can lead to an
average savings of 3-4%. At the same time, it can impact
reduction/sizing of the power control system. Better sizing
brings cost reduction in the run-time with some impact on
lowering machine costs.
Usage of high-efficiency motors: High-efficiency motors have
proven their effectiveness and typically have a pay-back period
of only 1-2 years. The new standard IEC classification for
high-efficiency motors specifies 4 categories. The additional
benefit is that the longer machine life of high-efficiency motors
contributes to sustainability and a benefit of about 10% energy
savings can be expected.

Motor starters: Variable speed drives are a must
For applications with variable loads, the use of speed drives
can bring immediate benefits and up to 50% in energy savings
(pumps, ventilation fans, and compressors are obvious
applications). At the same time, any application which requires
repetitive starting, the choice of speed drives over conventional
contactors limits starting current and therefore, reduces losses
and load peaks. The instant benefits for end users, such as, cost
savings in their electrical bill, can be highlighted by a pay-back in
less than 1 or 2 years. Some applications, such as, hoisting and
lifts can benefit from regenerative devices like regenerative drives.
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Predictive Control Loop: A new
source of energy efficiency

Introducing Mechatronics
Motion solutions enable the mastering of movement. Every
time there is a transfer or movement, motion technologies (servo
motors, motion controllers) bring incredible advantages. When
associated with synchronous motors, they bring significant
energy advantages.
Besides the key advantage of improved performance of up to
60% in energy savings, faster machine cycles also increase
output and their more precise positioning means fewer defects.
The technology of synchronous motors (yield of 95%)
outperforms asynchronous motors. The calibres of motors are
smaller as well. Synchronous motors provide energy efficiency
benefits of up to 10% compared to asynchronous motors, thanks
simply to the technology (no losses in rotor).
Motion solutions substitute other technologies as well and are
bringing significant advantages in terms of energy efficiency:
• Mechanical for synchronisation of movement (cams,
gears, etc)
• Pneumatics and hydraulics; e.g. pneumatic substitution
reduces energy use, as losses and leakage are significant and
seldom avoidable; it finally costs the users.
Some of the benefits for end users include more productive
machines, less waste, more flexible production, more compact
machines and less energy used. The benefits for OEMs include
fewer mechanical, fewer components and optimised power and
smaller control panel. Clearly, motion control is a field of
innovation that benefits the industry and brings new machine
value to machine builders.

Application Engineering
Automation is a key opportunity for achieving energy
effciency; the capabilities available through programming
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provide many new possibilities. New algorithms, for example,
have already proven themselves and can be found in
application libraries.

Predictive Control Loop: A new source of
energy efficiency
The classical PID can be out-performed by a Predictive
Control Loop when algorithms are integrated into the
programming system with potential savings of more than 10%.

Monitoring operating modes and status
through automation
Depending on their production objectives, end-users do not
always use the full capacity of their machines and equipment.
Some key areas are frequently stopped intentionally in order to
activate only the needed resources. These techniques can be
efficiently applied in conveying, such as, becoming active only
when the load arrives rather than running continuously.
Stopping or idling or on-hold functions are deactivating the
actuators, and should be integrated in the programming to
generate further energy efficiency for the benefit of end users.
Studies have demonstrated that machines are rarely in
production 100% of the time, and it is estimated that
consumption could be reduced nearly 37% if machines were
properly managed during these idle periods, for example, by
simply powering them off.
Safe stopping and safe restarting conditions should also be
considered as a source of energy efficiency, such as, avoiding
keeping the control system and communications bus under
power when switching off the machine. This is possible when
parameters are saved upon stopping and re-enabled upon
restarting under the previous state.
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Energy Consumption
with Standard Motors
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Designing machines using optimised motor control
is one way of utilising higher efficient technology

Sometimes the solution is not completely obvious, such as,
for constraints on safety or quick restarting of the line; end
users preferably choose to maintain the control system under
power. Some optimisation and benefit can be reached as well
in managing the starting of machines. By using sequential
starting, you are able to minimise the starting current and
avoid peaks that generate penalties by the power utilities in
some countries.

Implementing the right automation architecture
The automation control system also consumes power (not at
the level of actuators), but optimisation can be implemented by
picking the right offer and making the right decision.
Automation architectures: Depending on the application, the
right automation architecture can have a favourable impact on
energy consumption of the overall control system. For example, a
decentralised architecture can double the consumption of a
centralised architecture.
Of course, depending on the size of the application, as well as
safety and performance criteria, the choice of a decentralised
architecture is sometimes necessary. Also, optimising the number
of 24V power supplies can induce energy saving up to 25% by
avoiding numerous power supplies and their associated losses.
Choice of contactors: When using contactors, some simple
choices can significantly reduce power consumption. Today,
the use of low consumption contactors or contactors for specific
functions, for example, Latching Relays, in a combination of
properly selected contactors, such as, Tesys U motor starter can
reduce power consumption up to 4x, thanks to the lower energy
loss attributed to fewer connections.
In fact, TeSys U motor starters dissipate 75% less energy
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compared to traditional motor starters. This is achieved by the
reduced number of power contacts and by the very low energy
consumption of the control circuit.
Choice of HMI (graphic terminals & panels): The management
of backlights in HMI panels can save 65% of the power they
consume, for example, by powering off the display when the
machine is in idle mode. For example, Magelis XBTGT.
Use of LEDs: LED technology offers a low-consumption
alternative to incandescent lights in push buttons and indicator
lights, and should be applied systematically.
Controller sizing: Controllers that are properly sized to the
application at hand will also help reduce energy consumption.
Power factor correction: In order to compensate the reactive
power and eventually eliminate it, the best is to be positioned
closer to the source. This will optimise the energy usage of the
machine and benefit end-users to avoid penalties and pollution
in its electrical network.

Measuring energy consumption brings benefits
Monitor and control during lifetime
Experience shows that simply an active approach to energy
efficiency will help bring an additional 8% of savings by
detecting early on any discrepancies in the operation or
ongoing life-cycle of a machine. Operators, maintenance
personnel, and production management teams can all take
quick action to alleviate any conditions that might be negating
the machine’s energy efficiency.
Electrical signature of machine: Measurement
This basic measurement can be considered as the ‘Electrical
Signature’ of a machine and it can become the benchmark for
future improvements and improved machine efficiency. In
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addition, it is a strong benefit for the end-users strategy. This
can be achieved quite simply today, such as, with the Compact
NSX Micrologic, which has the capability to measure incoming
of power, or by the monitoring of power through a separate
power meter, such as, the PM800.
Immediate advantage to users, awareness and improvement
are the key benefits using a power measurement device and
treatment of the machine consumption.

Improving energy efficiency of machines creates
innovation
As seen by the new design and by introducing new
technologies, OEMs are able to bring new values and contribute
strongly to the sustainable approach that end-users are now
implementing. Automation and control functions are bringing
in a wide range of possibilities to improve energy efficiency
and reduce waste, and therefore, should be considered
systematically. The active approach to energy efficiency gives

end users the possibility to optimise the energy consumption
of their production investments, for both, immediate and
long-term savings.

Energy Savings
Robust automation and control & monitoring of energy
usage can deliver up to 30% energy savings. An energy efficiency
approach has naturally a cost for the OEMs: new design and
new technologies integration would probably impact the final
cost of the machine, which could be estimated in less than 10%,
depending on the application.
Today, energy saving has become a key decision factor for
end-users. This is a new differentiation opportunity for OEMs
in a very competitive market—to bring new benefits for its
customers, less energy consumption by unit produced, less
waste, better quality, more performance, with a return of
investment in less than 2 years. ☐
Courtesy: Schneider Electric
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“Doing more with less”
Anand Sharma, Founder & CEO, Growth Advisory, LLC, believes that the
adoption of technologies, such as, Industry 4.0, will not be an issue in India as
long as we have visionary leaders at the top of the triangle, and considers that
Indian manufacturing needs respect for the human capital. Excerpts from his
interview with Juili Eklahare…
You have been given the title 'Hero of US
manufacturing'. What do you attribute this success to?
I was very fortunate back in the
early 1980s to have met some of
the pioneers, such as, Taiichi
Ohno,
Shigeo
Shingo
and Yoshiki Iwata, who
turned Toyota around
in the 60s and 70s. I
learnt the philosophy
and tools behind the
success of Toyota
Production System
from them. In 1991,
I
founded
TBM
Consulting Group, a
boutique Operational
Excellence company,
in cooperation with
Shingi Jutsu, headed
by Yoshiki Iwata in
Nagoya. TBM grew
very fast and
worked
with

about 800 companies around the globe, implementing
sustainable operational excellence and strategy deployment
process. Many of the companies in the US, who were our
strategic client partners, achieved top line growth, two
to three times the rate of industry growth and four to six
times of bottom line growth, without significant additional
resources and manpower. Based on these top and bottom
line results, I was given the title ‘Hero of US manufacturing.’
What are your recommendations to achieve faster growth in
the top & bottom line by adopting operational excellence and
strategy deployment?
To achieve that, it requires a complete transformation
of the archaic management system and a change in
mind-set. This takes bold and visionary leadership at
the very top and a disciplined process of permeation of
that vision throughout the organisation. The vision is
then reinforced with rapid and concrete results achieved
through operational excellence, doing more with less.
Strategy deployment process is the glue that keeps the
transformation on track and sustainable. Many companies
in India short-change this process and get fascinated by
tools and techniques. The predictable outcome is that, the
improvements are scattered and die a natural death. What
is needed is a holistic and strategic transformation that
creates results and excitement.
The manufacturing of the future needs to be decentralised and
run autonomously. How realistic is this scenario?
Manufacturing should be responsive and reliable.
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Anand Sharma, who was named the Hero of US Manufacturing in 2001
and awarded the 2002 Donald Burnham Manufacturing Management
Award by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, has a Master’s degree in
Business Administration from Boston University and BS in Mechanical
Engineering from Roorkree University, India, including Advanced
Management studies at The Wharton School of Management. He has
worked with some of the leading businesses around the globe, helping them
achieve two to three times faster growth than their industry in top and
bottom line, by adopting operational excellence and strategy deployment.
He has authored the book, The Perfect Engine: How to Win in the New
Demand Economy by Building to Order With Fewer Resources. Likewise,
he has co-authored The Antidote: How to Transform your business for
Extreme Challenges of the 21st Century.

Do you think Industry 4.0 will bring more, but different jobs
to the industry or will it result in a large loss of employment?
If Industry 4.0 is done right with a long term vision,
responsiveness & reliability for customers and proper
investment in human capital, then the organisation will
grow faster while doing more with less. Over the past 25
years, I have seen that companies that have done it right,
maintain the same or higher level of employment, while
How strong is India in the adaptation of key technologies doubling their top line every 4 to 6 years. Obviously, with
such as Industry 4.0/IIoT? How
the introduction of new technology,
prepared, do you think, is Indian
the job skills are going to be different
manufacturing for this?
but enriched. People’s jobs will
My experience is that people in
change from boring and mundane to
India are very bright and smart at all
interesting and engaging. That is why
HUMAN RESOURCE IS THE
levels, so the adoption of technologies
these organisations will have to be
ONLY APPRECIATING ASSET
will not be an issue as long as we have
prepared to invest in retraining. My
AN ORGANISATION HAS
bold and visionary leaders at the top
experience is that only a small minority
of the triangle. In my humble opinion,
will not be able to make the transition
based on my limited work with Indian
to new skills.
companies, what Indian manufacturing needs is respect
for the human capital and investment in re-training the What is your framework for sustainable Industry 4.0
employees at all levels. I find that many manufacturing business models in order to gain a competitive advantage in
companies resort to too many temporary employees the marketplace?
through agencies with a large turnover and little loyalty
That would involve a business that is devoted and passionate
on both sides. In truth, I strongly believe that the human about creating a ‘wow’ factor for its customers and provide
resource is the only appreciating asset an organisation has. them unparalleled responsiveness, reliability and value. It also
Without skilled, passionate and excited people, you cannot includes treating its employees as the only appreciating asset
deliver value to your customers or earn customer loyalty that will have a sustainable competitive advantage and will win
and advocacy.
in India or the rest of the world. ☐
Responsiveness to meet customer expectations for highly
customised products will lead to close proximity to your
customers. Delivery and service will only be possible if the
work force is skilled and the use of poka-yoke improves
ergonomics as well as quality of outcomes. This is very
realistic and has been achieved by hundreds of organisations
around the globe, including India.

‘‘
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skill upgradation

The vital elements signifying the efficiency of a manufacturing system
are the output of good quality parts and the accessibility of production
equipment. The manufacturing industry in India is changing
profoundly, with advanced technologies progressively supporting
worldwide competitiveness and economic opulence. Many primary
21st century manufacturers are bringing about the amalgamation of
digital & physical worlds in manufacturing, so as to produce smarter
products and more resourceful processes. The viewpoint section
examines the transformation and trends in discrete manufacturing in
India, adoption of advanced technologies and the knowledge & skill
upgradation needed to adapt to the changing trends.

I m ag es c o u rte s y : AMASL

Discrete Manufacturing:
Adopting advanced
technologies and

Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net

“India is very much an outsourcing target”

W

Andreas Zieger
Managing Director,
EMAG India
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ith globalisation in the production world, India, now, is very much an outsourcing
target due to uncertainty in mobility for OEMs and their need to invest in various directions.
This leads to more sophisticated parts that are demanded from India. Thus, more requests are
received for high-end technology machine tools. We also see an increased demand for
automation to achieve uniform quality. However, there is one challenge that comes in the way
of cooperation between customer and machine. In India, communication is more of an early
negotiation to get the cheapest price of a machine than a partnership to find the best production
solution. Nevertheless, it is important to share information and experience, especially for
multi-technology parts, as raw parts, production conditions, machine tools and tools do have
an influence on the final quality and stability of the process.
India also has a vast experience in manufacturing raw parts and the latest technology
information. Our creativity to achieve good prices is a forte. Plus, the IT strength of India will also
play a significant role in the future. Hopefully, without compromising on direction labour and
environment conditions, and along with the government focusing on lifting the manufacturing
sector by concentrating on infrastructure and skill development, India will continue to progress.
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“Indian manufacturers are in their comfort zone of using traditional processes”

I

Hanuman P Chittem
VP & Head of
Manufacturing Vertical,
SLK Group

ndian manufactures are slowly but steadily adopting advanced manufacturing. However,
the industry still faces some difficulties while trying to adapt to the latest trends in advanced
manufacturing. With the challenge of quantifying RoI for adoption, industries need to work with
experts to identify impact areas and develop a business case with quantifiable benefits.
Availability of trained workforce has also emerged as one of the most vital challenges for
the adoption of digitalisation. For the Indian manufacturing sector to leapfrog, it is critical to
make its workforce future-ready. Selective technology partnerships in the short-term would
help jumpstart and plug the immediate skill gap. Steady upgradation of skills can be achieved
simultaneously through various interventions ranging from orientation seminars to technology
demonstration and formal training. Factors, such as, leveraging e-learning platforms that
ensure interactive and effective learning with minimal cost and policy level directives for midmanagement in order to experiment with emerging technologies to innovate and overhaul
existing manufacturing processes can also play a great role. Indian manufacturers are in their
comfort zone of using traditional processes. The vision should be to increase productivity by
improving operational efficiencies through automation and skill upgrades.

“Organisations are making their own roadmap”

T

L Krishnan
MD,
TaeguTec India

he entire discrete manufacturing sector is adopting modern CNC machines and cutting
tools today to stay ahead in the market. However, our industry is lagging behind in its use of
automation. We are seeing increased levels of utilisation for higher level of automation of critical
sectors, including SMEs. Additionally, the competency development in our country is still
largely an in-house process, within the company driven by business needs. This is essentially
happening because final training imparted in institutions still lags in terms of current technology
levels of the industry. Given this reality, organisations are making their own roadmap to gear up
on this front. There is awareness that without skilled manpower, utilisation of high-capital and
high-technology capital goods cannot be best deployed to stay competitive. However, even if
this realisation is there, there is the issue of skills shortage in the industry and there is no quickfix solution for this. We need to have a multi-directional approach addressing curriculum,
infrastructure and faculty skills at the institution level and find cluster approach in partnership
with technical institutions to train the young workforce to meet increasing demand.

“The sector is looking for products that will bring in competitiveness”

A

Mohini Kelkar
MD,
Grind Master Machines
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majority of industries are upgrading their manufacturing setup from traditional setup
consisting of manual processes or semi-automatic processes to smart CNC machines or to
robotic automation. Various processes like fettling & grinding, which were traditionally
done manually or by using semi-automatic tools, are now successfully shifting towards
robotic automation. Also, processes such as, robotic machining, are the next steps of rapid
prototyping or 3D printing, where the user can work with a large variety of materials.
Hence, manufacturing technologies are changing fast and bringing in new challenges for
the entire industry. The sector is always looking for products that will bring in competitiveness.
We expect to have a faster spread of robotics and automation technologies. Industry 4.0 is
the current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies, which
uses cyber-physical systems and cloud computing. With Industry 4.0, machines are becoming
smarter and users are able to interact with them in similar ways as they interact with their
smart phones. These machines communicate and cooperate with each other and humans in
real time, which help make decentralised decisions.
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Improving with fleet efficiency & telematics
To develop, we first need to measure. To monitor maintenance, reduce energy cost and
maximise operator productivity, material handling operations can realise a substantially
lower total cost of ownership by implementing fleet management tools and telematics.
The resultant data from these tools is the full operational view. The article sifts the role
telematics play in material handling operations and how fleet managers can better
uptime and cut the overall expenses on operations.
Effectively managing a fleet of lift trucks and their
operators can mean the difference between improving uptime
and return on investment, or potentially overlooking critical
equipment and workforce needs. These needs, if left unnoticed
or undiagnosed, may lead to equipment downtime,
performance setbacks and operational and safety violations.
For many operations, an active fleet of lift trucks represents
a substantial investment that cannot be compromised by
abuse, neglect or unauthorised operation. Furthermore,
beyond simple reporting on vehicle usage and performance
information, many fleet managers are increasingly responsible
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for delivering actionable data on workforce productivity,
efficiency and regulatory compliance.
The pressures of balancing fleet efficiency and operator
performance can be mitigated by having access to the right
data. Understanding an organisation’s total cost of operation,
including contract costs, maintenance, acquisition, labour,
shift utilisation and more, allows fleet managers to optimise
fleet size and structure for maximum productivity. To
effectively monitor and analyse these key data points and
trends over time, lift truck fleets must be equipped with
comprehensive telemetry systems.
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Telemetry 101 – The basics
Telemetry is the process of remotely capturing specific
measurements and other meaningful data in its given
application. It most often uses wireless data transfer via the
internet, Wi-Fi or a cellular connection. Similarly, telemetry is a
related, interdisciplinary field that not only tracks, records and
reports data, but also allows end-users to remotely command or
otherwise exert control over the equipped machinery.

How telemetry fits into material handling equation
A recent survey indicates that while 80 per cent of companies
track lift truck fleet data in some way, only 25 per cent track
equipment and utilisation by specific drivers. These days, it is
imperative to keep detailed records of lift truck fleet usage,
service and maintenance schedules as well as impact incidents
in order to remain accountable and compliant with business
leadership and industry regulations. Modern telemetry systems
have evolved to enable effortless access to immediate and
actionable data and have quickly become integral to the
efficiency of material handling operations around the globe.
Designed to evaluate fleet utilisation, impacts, idle time and
maintenance, lift truck telemetry systems offer fleet managers
the ability to make quick and informed decisions about fleet
size, composition and use. Features such as, fault code tracking,
impact sensing and preventative maintenance allow customers
to get the most out of their existing assets, lengthen the life of
their fleet and run their trucks longer between repairs, reducing
downtime and overall cost of operations. Fleet managers also
benefit from having a comprehensive view of hour metre and
usage tracking, and cost of operations in order to maintain a
right-sized fleet composed of equipment tailored to meet their
specific operational challenges.
The following telemetry system features are key to achieving
the full operational view.

Fleet maintenance
Fault code tracking
The fault code tracking logs fault code events identified by
affected vehicles and allows fleet managers to discern severity of
faults and respond accordingly. It can also be configured to send
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real-time email alerts for immediate attention and can also store
alerts for follow-up action during routine maintenance.
Preventive maintenance tracker
The preventive maintenance tracker tracks maintenance
based on custom parameters and proves to be valuable for
diverse lift truck fleets with unique maintenance intervals and
service requirements. Over time, its service history and
maintenance forecast can be utilised to determine both fleet and
individual truck needs.
Impact sensing
Impact sensing tracks and measures instances where impacts
exceed a pre-set impact force benchmark. Plus, it sends realtime email alerts with impact details, including time of impact,
direction and force, vehicle ID, serial number, and operator ID
(if set). It also allows fleet managers to assess vehicle damage
and surrounding structures for quick response.

Fleet management
Hour metre and usage tracking
The hour metre and usage tracking reports utilisation of
individual lift trucks and aggregate data. It compares fleet
vehicles based on hour metre to clock vehicle usage over a
user-specified time interval (intervals can be based on shifts,
days or other time periods). Additionally, it allows fleet
managers to compare utilisation and efficiency between shifts
and jobs, or seasons, enabling optimum workforce planning
and operational consistency.
Cost of operations
Cost of operations determines operational reports per truck,
fleet and location. It has the ability to analyse total cost of
ownership in measurements of cost per hour, day, week, month
or year, as defined by user-specified date ranges. Its
comprehensive reporting allows fleet managers to respond
rapidly at the first indication of operational inefficiency.

Facility management
Automatic shutdown
Automatic shutdown monitors truck activity, observes
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Lift truck telemetry systems offer fleet managers the
ability to make quick and informed decisions about fleet
size, composition and use

operator presence and triggers shutdown when pre-set
parameters of inactivity are met. Moreover, it prevents hours of
unnecessary idling, records delineating vehicle use and enhances
energy conservation initiatives.
GPS integration
GPS integration identifies the location of lift trucks,
monitors travel patterns and provides data on areas prone to
congestion and locations where previous impacts have
occurred. It allows fleet managers to analyse trends over time
and update traffic patterns as needed to maximise workflow
efficiency and safety.

Workforce management
Access control
Access control prevents unauthorised lift truck access by
requiring operator authentication, before allowing the vehicle
to become operable. Furthermore, it increases operator
accountability and can improve driving behaviours and reduce
damage or repairs.
OSHA operator checklists
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
requires that all forklifts be examined at least once daily before
being placed into operation. Typically, operators work from
pre-set checklists, examining the equipment components,
fluids and functionality before use.
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With a telemetry system, these checklists can be
programmed into an equipped tracking unit and provide
immediate, remote visibility into compliance practices and
trends. Integrating this process into a fleet’s telemetry
reporting system, streamlines the checklist process for
operators and encourages greater discipline for completing
comprehensive equipment inspections.
Integrating telemetry practices
Plant operations are complicated, requiring nearly limitless
number of moving parts to work together seamlessly.
Especially in large fleets, fleet managers do not have the ability
to oversee each operational detail for each individual truck.
Even when functioning properly, inefficiency in a single
component, process or piece of equipment can have a major
impact on the overall uptime and output of the business.
Furthermore, operator compliance with various health and
safety regulations is critical for organisational success,
avoidance of injuries and costly fines.
These businesses should seek out lift truck manufacturers
that can evaluate and assess existing assets and processes, and
provide telemetry solutions that will drive fleet efficiency,
improve operator performance and lower overall total cost of
ownership. Integrating a telemetry system into a lift truck
fleet, large or small, can be done easily by working with a lift
truck manufacturer to assess, according to the unique needs of
the individual operation. ☐
Courtesy: Hyster
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Connected Machining for the
manufacturing industry
As part of Industry 4.0, it is important to have a system of production in which all work
steps are networked—from the design to the deliverable component. This article
showcases the core components of this network, which are the software solutions of
Connected Machining. A read on…
Designing in the CAD system, programming and preparation
of the production data in the CAM system, simulation of
machining on a virtual machine, tool preparation, tool
measurement, tool management—all this has long been available
in modern manufacturing. However, the smooth exchange of
data between all persons and systems involved, is in no way a
matter of course. Here, a lot of manual work is still on the
agenda—in a better case, a manually initiated data transmission,
in the worst case, the passing on of handwritten notes.

about the status and quality of a workpiece must also flow back
into the IT systems of production—i.e. into the process chain.
The machinist responsible for the quality of the components
and for staying on schedule must have access to all the data and
must be able to apply his experience in manufacturing to the
process chain. There are many ideas for the networking of all
persons and systems involved in the process. But under these
considerations, making the machine control in the workshop
the focal point of a company network has a very special charm.

Machine tool as focal point

Current tool data

The workpiece is made on the machine so all information
must come together here. And from here, crucial information

The fixed blanks are lying on a pallet at the machine for
pending work. Calibrated tools are already loaded in the
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FOR A COMPLETE
HEALTH CHECK-UP
OF YOUR ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

FIND THE PROBLEM…
BEFORE THE
PROBLEM FINDS YOU.
• Thermal Cameras
• Clamp Meters
• Multimeters
• Non-Contact
Voltage Detector
• Moisture Meters
• Flex Clamps
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Circuit Identifiers
Clamp Meters
Continuity Testers
Motor Rotation &
3-Phase Testers

Multimeters
Power Analyzers
Voltage & Current Testers
Ground Resistance Testers
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Just like the human body, electrical equipment require a
complete examination to identify any glitches. Whether the
process is of installation, maintenance or repair, Extech’s
testers and meters are always up for the task. To ensure
smooth operation of your electrical equipment, Extech offers a
wide range of test instruments that help you identify a problem
before it occurs.
For more details call us on: +91-11-4560 3555
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machine’s tool magazine. They are clearly identified by a code
on the tool holder. The TNC operator uses a scanner to read
this identification when he loads the tool magazine so the
TNC 640 knows which tools are available in the machine. The
data comes directly from the tool management over the
Heidenhain DNC interface.
Using the Remote Desktop Manager, the TNC operator can
directly access the CAM system from the TNC 640 control. For
its part, the CAM system returns to the tool database for
program creation. Using the Batch Process Manager of the TNC
640, the TNC operator can now schedule the execution of the
production job on the machine. In the Batch Process Manager,
NC programs and the position of the clamped workpiece on the
pallet are linked with respect to the order and sorted into the list
of open orders by priority.
The Batch Process Manager enables the TNC operator to
schedule several production orders simultaneously. The control
supports this by once again comparing the tools used in the NC
program with the tools actually available on the machine. The
control then reports any tools that are missing and states the
estimated machining time. The TNC operator can then, for
example, output a list of tool differences: this list contains only
those tools that still need to be prepared.

Supporting the TNC operator
The information about the estimated machining time can
also be used for further order planning, such as, subsequent jobs
for the machine or the further logistics of the finished parts.
This information is also used together with information from
the tool management to order new tools. The new State Monitor
software supports the TNC operator in this regard. State
Monitor captures the data of connected machines, presents a
real-time view of the machine status and can send messages to
computers throughout the company as well as to mobile devices.
State Monitor also uses the DNC interface.
The tool preparation station then immediately receives
orders for any additionally required tools. This also applies to
series production runs that are currently underway. State
Monitor can send a message to the tool preparation station if a
tool’s age is approaching a critical value. This is detected by the
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NC program. Based on the data stored in the tool management,
the tool preparation station can then promptly prepare new
tools in the tool pre-setter for calibration. In this case as well,
the data of the exact tool settings are sent to the tool management.
The pre-set tools are given their own code on the tool holder for
unambiguous identification. The CAM program and the virtual
machine then also have access to this exact data.
The final, automatic workpiece measurement on the
machine delivers important data for quality assurance. This
data can simply be archived or evaluated. Naturally, the data is
also centrally available to all other systems, meaning that from
the NC program to the tools, all links of the process chain can
be optimised.

Flexible connections for individual circumstances
The core components of Connected Machining are the
Heidenhain DNC interface, the Remote Desktop Manager and
the StateMonitor software. The Heidenhain DNC interface
establishes the connection to enterprise-resource planning
systems and production-activity control systems and also links
State Monitor to the company network whereas the Remote
Desktop Manager provides access to all Windows applications.
Also, numerous useful functions for data presentation, such as,
viewers for PDFs and graphic files as well as for CAD files in
STEP or IGES format, are a standard feature of TNC controls
from Heidenhain. A browser is also installed on the control. All
that’s left is to simply connect the control to the company
network over an Ethernet connection.
The solutions provided by Connected Machining are
universally adaptable to the individual circumstances of a
production department, meaning that every company can
design its process chain according to its own needs and desires.
The various functions and software solutions, thus, link the
production department to a process chain with a uniformly
digital flow of information. This can be done completely
independently of the solution chosen, regardless of the
respective downstream systems. Our goal is the greatest possible
flexibility for our customers. They can adapt, configure, and
implement the solutions from Heidenhain themselves. ☐
Courtesy: Heidenhain
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Additive Manufacturing
solutions for the mining sector
An application story on the usage of Renishaw’s metal Additive Manufacturing solution
by a Swedish mining company, so as to reduce cost and increase reliability of its sliding
case component, which is an important part of its drilling method.
The mining business needs new drilling solutions to tackle
the mounting productivity demands placed upon the industry.
These solutions need to be relatively environmental friendly as
well as cost competitive compared to current drilling solutions.
Many existing underground mines are reaching extreme depths
that current mining methods find difficult to manage costeffectively. New ore deposits are deeper with leaner yields.
These factors demand larger scale mining and resource planning
with new, more efficient and precise drilling.

Environmental-friendly drilling method
Addressing such concerns is Wassara, a Swedish mining
company with a number of innovative products capable of
extracting minerals with minimum environmental impact.
The company’s technology uses high pressure water to power
the Down-The-Hole (DTH) hammer. Its water-powered DTH
hammer is the most environmental friendly percussion drilling
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method in existence today. The DTH hammer is powered by
water and no oil is used for lubrication, meaning there will be
no contamination of air or water. The water will effectively
suppress dust as well. The incompressibility of water is a key
factor in the function of the Wassara hammer system. It also
gives major energy cost saving compared to the more
traditional air DTH technology, and reduces the energy
demand in order to power the hammer.
Water is the chosen medium since it allows for a high
frequency and energy impact per blow. In addition, when the
water leaves the hammer, it has a sufficient velocity to also
bring the cuttings and debris to the surface and clean the hole.
This technology offers superior benefits, such as, high
productivity, borehole quality and minimum collateral impact
on the formation that is being drilled. The water-powered
DTH hammer technology gives mining companies the ability
to choose mining methods most suitable for the ore bodies
and is viewed as a big step towards optimised mining.
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Schematic diagram of the down the hole (DTH) hammer technology

Challenge
There are many complex parts that make up each DTH tool.
At the heart of the tool, is the sliding case that provides the bidirectional flow of water for the piston assembly. The sliding case
requires several internal fluid channels to allow the flow of water,
and due to its complexity, it cannot be fabricated from one single
part. This complexity in the design makes these parts relatively
expensive. Adding to the costs are frequent rejects in production
as a result of the joining process as well as failure due to wear or
pitting corrosion increasing the maintenance requirements.

Solution
In an attempt to reduce the cost and increase reliability of the
sliding case component, Wassara approached Renishaw to
investigate whether Additive Manufacturing (AM) could be a
suitable alternative manufacturing method. One of the wellknown benefits of metal AM is the ability to combine two or more
complex machined parts into a single 3D geometry or to simplify
complex fabrication steps, such as, drilling cross-holes that
require one end to be blind plugged or welded.
When the resulting part can be made without any further
design modifications, this provides an ideal basis for testing the
validity of using metal AM parts within the same application.
Hence, it is possible to compare like for like parts under standard
test conditions and any significant differences in the results can
be directly attributed to the change in production technique.
Wassara’s sliding case geometry was redesigned to incorporate
some of the benefits of AM design freedom.
The next hurdle to overcome for the adoption of metal AM
was the availability of the correct metal alloy for the specific
application. In this case, the standard steel alloy used for this part
is 527M20, a structural alloy steel that would not normally be
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considered for metal AM due to the medium carbon content. A
more suitable choice of steel alloy for Additive Manufacturing is
316L stainless, however, even though corrosion resistance is high
for this alloy, it would not be expected to have sufficient wear
resistance and withstand the erosion during usage.
An alternative Renishaw suggested was using a maraging
steel alloy to produce the test part. Maraging steel is a class of
age hardenable tool steel—it is extremely versatile and is heat
treatable to the extent of being able to tailor the properties
required for certain applications. This was the first time that
this steel had been tested in this kind of industrial mining
application and therefore, the parts were heat treated postbuild for maximum hardness.

Results
To test the performance of the part, it was assembled into a
full tool and used under standard mining conditions, creating
typical long bore channels in a candidate rock face. The drill
tool then underwent routine visual inspection and maintenance.
The additively manufactured sliding case showed no signs of
pitting and only minimal wear, compared to a standard part.
The tool was re-assembled and further drilling tests were
undertaken before re-inspection.
Following a second test, the AM built sliding case did show
some signs of wear but despite this, there was no evidence of
surface pitting, which is the second most common failure mode.
A further test followed, extending way beyond the expected
drilling period, to try and establish if the onset of pitting could
be found, but in actual fact, there was no evidence of this. This
has led to the initial conclusion that the AM maraging steel part
has potentially superior pitting resistance to the conventionally
chosen steel for the sliding case. ☐
Courtesy: Renishaw
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Choosing the right lubricant
for machine tool slideways
Smooth slideway operation requires special attention to friction. The article highlights the
phenomena of slideway lubrication stick-slip effect and discusses the possible ways to reduce
friction so as to improve productivity by evaluating the right lubricant for machine tool slideways.
Friction is the force that opposes the relative motion of two
surfaces in contact. Solid surfaces that appear smooth to the
human eye are actually not when examined minutely. They are
rather rough and opposing surfaces scraped against each other,
producing surface wear and tear due to the friction created.
Hence, it is important to have solutions that protect the
machine, improve productivity, efficiency and reliability, as
well as maintain environmental protection.
Friction can be either ‘static or break-away’ friction, which
is when a machine which has been at rest is turned on. Herein,
the force applied to turn the shaft must first overcome the
interactions between the two surfaces. As the shaft begins to
rotate, ‘dynamic’ or ‘kinetic’ friction comes into play.
As a result of the shaft rotation, lubricant is ‘dragged’ into
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the contact zone, which reduces surface-to-surface interactions
and thus, causes friction forces to drop. With increasing speed,
the lubricant film in the contact zone increases, too and friction
drops further. When surfaces are fully separated by the lubricant,
friction is reduced to a minimum. If speed continues to increase
past this point, friction increases again as the lubricant film
grows and generates viscous drag.

Methods of lubrication
Among the many types of lubrication regimes, there are three
major categories that one needs to be cognizant of:
• Boundary lubrication: Where friction is dominated by the
properties of the surfaces
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• Mixed lubrication: Where both the properties of the
lubricant as well as that of the surfaces affect friction with a
ratio depending on speed
• Hydrodynamic lubrication: Where friction is governed by
the viscosity of the lubricant film
Minimising friction is not the lubricant’s only prime target
for many applications. This is simply not good enough in
machine tool slideways. Smooth and precise slideway
operation/s require special attention to the friction properties of
the lubricant. Loss of frictional control can cause inaccuracies,
which in a metal removal process, ultimately results in lost
machine tool productivity.
Slideways, also sometimes referred to as linear bearings,
require the same lubrication principles as described above. The
differences are that the two surfaces in contact are now flat and
the motion is linear instead of rotational. While a plain bearing
is designed to operate under hydrodynamic conditions and
theoretically could do so forever, slides have to stop when the
end of the way is reached, and start moving again in the opposite

direction. Therefore, and because slideways typically operate in
a stepwise manner, mixed lubrication plays a more important
role. Most significantly, slideways are far more susceptible to a
phenomenon known as ‘stick-slip’ due to the large amount of
time that they operate far in a mixed-lubrication regime.

Slideway lubrication stick-slip effect
Stick-slip is a phenomenon caused by continuous alternating
between static and dynamic friction. It can occur when static
friction exceeds dynamic friction, and when there is some
elasticity in the system. When a driving force is applied, high
static friction prevents the slide from moving immediately.
Instead, the force is loading the spring, by which the driving
force exerted on the slide is gradually increased. When the force
of the spring exceeds that of the static friction, the slide starts
moving. Due to the change from static to dynamic friction, the
spring force accelerates the slide, while the spring unloads
rapidly. Eventually, the spring is completely unloaded and starts
Advt
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To facilitate smoother operations, special
additives called friction modifiers may be added
to the lubricant to allow for better friction control

opposing the slide movement. The slide slows down, while
friction for mixed lubrication grows rapidly, until finally the
slide comes to a halt and the cycle starts all over again. This
jerky movement is what is often referred to as ‘stick-slip’.
While it may not be visible to the human eye, stick-slip is all
around us, producing a range of very audible experiences. Stickslip renders possible the experience of an enjoyable violin
concerto, but also causes the less enjoyable noise of the teacher’s
chalk on the blackboard or the brakes of a train coming to a halt
at the platform. Stick-slip is responsible for the jerky motion of
windshield wipers as well as the squeaking sounds of a loose
drive belt. Car drivers making their tyres squeal by abruptly
changing speed or direction unknowingly make use of the stickslip effect. The list above gives a flavour of how undesired stickslip is in most situations. This is especially true for slideways,
where stick-slip may cause jerky movements of the slide and the
attached work piece or tool. Such uncontrolled motion can
result in inaccurate machining operations, unacceptable
finished part quality and lost production.

Better friction control
To facilitate smoother operations, special additives called
friction modifiers may be added to the lubricant to allow for
better friction control. Modern slideway lubricants usually
contain a synergistic mix of friction modifying additives that
enable accurate and smooth operation over a range of operating
conditions.
Modern machine tools and slideway designs demand more
of the applied lubricants. Increasing speeds and loads as well as
greater expectations for machine accuracy require highly
sophisticated slideway lubricants. In addition, there are an
increasing number of friction material pairings (e. g. metal-onplastic) that have different lubrication needs.
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Modern slideway lubricants must meet these challenges
with a carefully balanced combination of base oils and additives
to achieve:
• Low static friction for easy start-up
• Continuous transition from rest to movement
• Smooth movement even under heavy loads

Reducing friction and ensuring productivity
It is critical to choose the right slideway lubricant for machine
tools that will help to improve the productivity of the equipment,
protect the parts as well as prevent friction stick-slip. There are
several recognised friction tests to demonstrate frictional
properties of slideway lubricants, such as:
• Cincinnati Lamb Friction Test
• SKC Tribometer
• Darmstadt Rig Test
These tests allow evaluation of static and dynamic friction
characteristics of a lubricant and the effect of various
slideway materials.
Mobil™ Industrial Lubricants are developed by working
closely with leading equipment builders. Mobil engineers gain
deep insights into equipment trends and lubrication requirements
to guide lubricant researchers and formulators in designing
highly effective lubricants which are especially formulated to:
• Protect your equipment
• Enable problem-free operation in high or low temperatures,
wet environments and under high loads
• Provide longer lubrication intervals
Available in a range of viscosity, to offer customers the right
choice for their applications, Mobil industrial lubricants can
help enhance performance, reduce cost and waste, and improve
industrial productivity. ☐
Courtesy: ExxonMobil Lubricants
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Cable & connection
technology for industrial
fire safety

The article discusses different types of fire outbreak and general safety guidelines for
shopfloor employees to consider while working in a critical or hazardous environment
along with highlighting the latest developments in the fire-resistant cable technology
It is natural that the industrial setting for many
manufacturing and processing industries involves a variety of
critical safety points. This is due to production systems, which
utilise heavy machinery, chemicals and other sensitive materials
and processes. Industrial hazards can include chemical exposure
to the body, ergonomic hazards due to frequent and/or intense
physical strain as well as other physical dangers, such as, heat or
heavy moving parts.
One of the most dangerous casualties that can occur at a
manufacturing unit or an industrial space is a fire outbreak.
According to Fire Risk Survey (FRS) 2017, fire has entered the
top five risks for the first time over the past three years, owing to
the significant number of reported incidents causing losses to
material and physical assets.
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Leading Cause
As far as the leading cause for fire is concerned, the electric
defaults are regarded as the major cause of fires. Therefore, a
careful selection of the materials utilised is important. This has
led to the awareness of cables and wires used in industrial units.
Nowadays, there are cables that have low smoke gas emission in
the event of a fire, produce less (visible or invisible) toxic gases
and do not conduct the flame like a fuse. Today, they are
combined under the term-fire protection cables. In the event of
a fire, they improve the chances of survival of people and reduce
health risks associated with the inhalation of smoke. Elimination
of fire hazards can also be done by each of us before, during and
after the tasks are being accomplished.
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The legislations, standards and codes
have a vital role in forcing the occupants
to provide the required fire protection
system, both active and passive. Some of
the latest safety standards that need to be
followed are:
• Visible Felt Leadership (VFL)
auditing
programme
by
management, which is done to help
resolve the problem in terms of
funding, understand real issues and
support terms of administration
• Adhering safety standards on fire
prevention programmes in terms of
fire risk areas
• Quarterly safety audit programme
which looks at gap assessment
in legal, personnel protective
equipment,
machine
guard,
interlocks, fire safety, energy
isolation measures like LOTOTO
standards (Lock Out Tag Out & Try
Out)
and
contractor
safety
implementation programme
• Training
and
certification
programme
which
covers
firefighting
and
lifesaving
programme, material handling
equipment, first aid and CPR
• Thermography testing and vibration
analysis testing to keep the machine
in healthy condition
Following are few types of fire
outbreaks and general safety guidelines
for shop floor employees to consider
while working in a critical or hazardous
environment:
• Combustible Dust is an insidious
threat, which can lead to violent
flash fires and explosions causing
catastrophic loss of life and property
• Oil & Gas in industrial units can
trigger fire and explosion at any time
due to ignition of flammable vapours
or gases. Flammable gases, such as,
well gases, vapours and hydrogen
sulphide can be released from wells,
production equipment or surface
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equipment. Ignition sources can
include static, electrical energy
sources, open flames, lightning,
cigarettes, cutting and welding tools,
hot surfaces and frictional heat.

• Chemicals and lubricants can be
triggered due to a chemical reaction
that ignites a solid, liquid or gaseous
chemical compound.
• Electrical sparks is caused due to

Advt
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Olflex Fire survival
cables from Lapp

exposed wiring, overloaded circuits and static discharge,
which can thereby serve as an ignition source for combustible
dust as well as flammable liquids and gases.

Safety guidelines for companies
Some of the general safety guidelines that companies must
follow to keep accidents at bay are:
• Safety induction for all the visitors and employees
• Standard operating procedures like, contractor safety
management, work at height, etc.,
• Selection and usage of personal protective equipment
• Permit system: Work at height, hot work permit, general
work permit, critical lifting work permit
• Engaging family members in safety promotional activities
• Reporting all kinds of safety near misses and incidents
• Leadership skill development and reward and recognition to
best safety personnels
To curb the above risks and the resulting damage, the
cable industry has developed highly inflammable, halogenfree cables, fire survival cables, which meet these heightened
safety requirements.

Halogen-free cables
Halogen-free cables are completely free of the reactive
elements, such as, bromine, iodine, fluorine and chlorine.
These cables are extremely effective as there are no corrosive
gases released. Irritation of eyes and the respiratory tract is
massively reduced. Aggressive chemical compounds are also
not formed with the extinguishing water resulting in no
damage to the building or electrical installations caused due
to corrosion.
The proportion of toxic gases is low. Dioxins are no longer
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emitted from burning cables. Halogen-free flame-retardant
cables with improved performance in the event of fire are
extremely effective in controlling the spreading of flames and
smoke. This helps the escape and extinguishing routes for the
fire brigade by hardly impeding dense smoke.

Fire survival cables
Most of the casualties in a fire outbreak are through
congestion in the lungs due to toxic gases. Fire survival cables
play a vital role on circuit integrity application. It is a must for
any constructor to install the fire survival cables as they
generate the lowest amount of acid gases that allows the
employees to escape the situation without suffocation. These
cables can also withstand low oxygen index, high smoke
density and a temperature of up to 250 to 280 degree Celsius.
Proper attention must be paid to minimise fire loss by
installing appropriate cable & connection technology. The
constructors should make sure that the cables are as per the
standards of BS 7846 & EN50228-7 (Pairs & Triads), which are
thermo-setting insulated, armoured, fire-resistant cables of
rated voltage 600/1000 V & 500 V (Pairs and Triads) having
low emission of smoke and corrosive gases when affected by
fire. The cables should serve the purpose of control, power and
instrumentation applications as per the requirement.
Factories or manufacturing units cannot completely
predict or prevent accidents, especially when it comes to fire
outbreaks. All they can do is install proper preventive
maintenance and instruments that gives the employees extra
time to vacate in any such event of fire. On these lines, the
above-mentioned cable & connection technology will help
human life to come out safe without facing suffocation and
losing consciousness in a fire effected area. ☐
Courtesy: Safety Division, Lapp India
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I m ag es co u r tesy : shutterstock

AI & Robotics make way into B-school curriculum
Artificial Intelligence is poised to change not just the modern
enterprise, but the world as we know it. The article underlines
the issues that are important for the curriculum of Artificial
Intelligence in business schools.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has changed much since I did
my PhD in AI about 30 years ago. The goal of AI was to build
programmes that could imitate human capabilities in
thinking and problem solving. These capabilities included
playing games like chess, proving theorems in mathematics,
scheduling activities on a factory floor, designing the layout
of a circuit, and so on. The programmes were hard to write,
especially the ones that could solve a significant problem.
The challenge then was two-pronged: how to get the
programmes to solve the problem and how to get them to
solve the problem in reasonable time.
The huge upsurge of interest in AI in recent years has
come from solutions emerging from research labs that
address both these challenges. Recent methods of problem
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solving and learning are able to solve very difficult problems,
and recent advances in computing technologies, such as
cloud computing and open source programming, have
addressed many of the challenges of thirty years ago.
Computing power and source code is available for those
willing to learn and experiment.
I teach AI to business students at IIM Bangalore with two
goals in mind: to communicate to them the excitement of this
field, and the path through which successes have been achieved;
and to communicate the risks and challenges associated with
such a powerful, general purpose technology that has the
potential to disrupt entire economies. Future businesses and
business leaders have to grasp the essence of AI in order to
channel this force for their own and society’s benefit. This is not
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Erik Brynjolfsson (left) and Andrew McAfee (right),
in the Harvard Business Review say, “Over the next
decade, AI won’t replace managers, but managers
who use AI will replace those who don’t.”

easy. Even students with a technical background in computing
or IT find it difficult to understand AI. Thus, the challenge is to
communicate AI in a manner that is digestible.

Curriculum of AI in business schools
AI in the curriculum in business schools has to build upon
some traditional ideas, and some cutting edge, possibly
contentious ideas. Below are some issues that are important for
the curriculum of AI in business schools.
• The basis for teaching AI has to be the principles and
concepts of information systems. Students have to see AI
as an evolution in information technology that builds on
existing information systems within organisations and in
society. This is distinct from teaching AI from a computer
science and algorithms perspective.
• The fundamental basis of understanding AI algorithms is by
understanding knowledge representation and search. The
two pillars of AI are how problems and domains have to be
structured, also called a representation, and how programs
can find answers to problems within these representations,
also called search. These fundamental concepts of AI
programs can serve as the basis for grasping complex
subjects such as planning, cognitive systems, expert systems,
and also machine learning.
• Machine learning methods and techniques also follow the
principles of representation and search. This manner of
presentation is intuitive for business students who are
exposed to problem solving techniques in many other
courses in the curriculum.
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• Students have to clearly understand that practical
applications of AI are in narrow domains. AI programs
currently display excellent performance in these domains
but are severely restricted to ‘transferring’ knowledge. For
example, a programme that can find a pattern in a
particular time-series data set may not find anything in
another data set. Programmes that can classify images of
certain objects, say suitcases, may fail to recognise related
objects, such as handbags.
• Machine learning and pattern recognition programmes are
heavily dependent on very large quantities of data. For high
performance levels, say for 95% accuracy on some
classification tasks, the data sets required for training are
usually massive and difficult to obtain. A key challenge for
managers is to ensure that adequate data is available for AI
programs, both for training the programs on tasks and also
for testing them for accuracy.
• Owing to their narrow application domains, AI programs
tend to be brittle. Their performance seems to be high in
the domain in which they are trained. When the data
changes a little, the performance does not degrade
gracefully, many times it simply fails. Many industrial AI
products have addressed this brittleness, mainly by
ensuring that the data sets are adequate to cover most
variations. Managers have to monitor this weakness
carefully, as it could lead to severe problems.
• AI programs intervene and disrupt both cognitive and
physical tasks. This affects traditional white-collar and
blue-collar workers. For example, white-collar work such
as making reports from data, writing summaries of reports,
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translating text, reading and
analysing text and images from
focussed domains, are all whitecollar tasks that can now be
accomplished by AI programs. Also,
tasks such as moving boxes,
replacing items on shelves, cutting
vegetables and preparing food,
serving tables, and delivering
packets, which are typically bluecollar work are being replaced by
robots. The challenge for managers
is to understand the manner in
which such robots can be integrated
within businesses without removing
productive workers or replacing
them. The fear of widespread
unemployment resulting from use
of AI is palpable in the media.
Managers have to create spaces
where AI works alongside workers
rather than replaces them.
• The field of AI has historically
addressed questions about the nature
of thought, the processes of
comprehension, sense-making and
understanding within brains, the
mind-brain issue and also about the
nature of consciousness. These
remain possibly some of the most
interesting aspects of AI. Recently,
researchers and engineers have
begun to construct artificial brains.
These devices replicate the entire
structure of brain cells and thus,
imitate their behaviour. There is
considerable speculation on how
these designs will result in
‘superintelligent’ machines that will
surpass human capabilities. The
aspect
of
superintelligence,
consciousness in machines & the role
of machines in the future of humanity
are exciting topics of discussion in
classes. Students understand these
are speculative issues, however, their
potential to disrupt and overwhelm
human affairs is strong.
Teaching AI requires engaging with
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issues of immense possibilities and also of
substantial challenges and problems.
These issues have to be grasped from the
perspective of meeting the common
problems of businesses – competition,
market growth, branding, employee

management, employee productivity,
innovation, and staying relevant for
customers. Students have to grasp that AI,
as a powerful, general-purpose technology,
has the potential to affect and disrupt all
these aspects of business. ☐

Advt
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Taiwan, on the way towards the Smartification
Taiwan’s machine tool industry has focused their efforts on
solidifying the precision and reliability of their machines, with
the help of smart manufacturing technologies, so as to enhance
not only theirs but also their customers' competitiveness. This
will be demonstrated at the forthcoming TMTS 2018. EM’s
report on the Taiwan industrial visit.
With 23 million people crammed onto an island that covers
just more than 36,000 sqm, Taiwan ranks among the 20 most
densely populated places in the world. However, amazingly, you
will not feel cramped/jammed anywhere in the country, thanks
to Taiwan’s “Forward-Looking Infrastructure Program”.
Although the industrious island has built a global reputation for
cheap electronics, this is one Asian tiger that offers far more
than stickers on the backs of calculators. Economically there's
little it has left to prove, but Taiwanese people remain a proud
and determined bunch. EM was one of the few magazines from
all over the world invited for the preview conference of TMTS
2018, the biennial Taiwan International Machine Tool Show,
organised by the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builders’
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Association (TMBA), followed by visit to a few major machine
tools companies in Taiwan.

TMTS 2018
The biennial Taiwan International Machine Tool Show
(TMTS) is organised by the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory
Builders’ Association (TMBA) and will take place on Nov 7-11,
2018, in the Taichung HSR Special Zone, with 750 exhibitors
occupying 4,300 booths. Besides Taiwan, exhibitors will come
from over 14 foreign countries, including Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, Sweden, The Netherlands, France, USA, Canada, Japan,
South Korea, China, Malaysia, Singapore, and Australia, etc.
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The officials from TMBA announced TMTS 2018
scheduled to be held on Nov 7-11, 2018

Themed with “Manufacture Linking - Activate the Future”,
TMTS this year will call on the leading brands of Taiwan machine
tool and accessory builders’ industry to demonstrate the country's
comprehensive and diversified industrial supply chains, such as
metal cutting machines, metal forming machines, machine tool
accessories, parts, fluid power components, control and drive
system & auxiliary equipment, cutting tools, toolholding &
workholding devices, measurement instruments, CAD/CAM,
etc, as well as the machines with smart functions (such as
temperature rise compensation, collision avoidance, and process
optimisation), and automated production cells and production
line applied for "Integrated machine tools and automation facility
(such as robotic arm)". Under the trend of Industry 4.0, global
industries are moving toward smart manufacturing and
applications. For instance, Big Data, IIoT, and automated
peripheral equipment have also been innovated in the hope of
increasing production efficiency, product quality, and reducing
costs. The Taiwan machine tool industry has been following this
trend in order to grasp huge business opportunities. This will be
demonstrated at TMTS.
The scale of the exhibition is larger than that of the previous
show. It is estimated that 85,000 buyers from domestic and
overseas markets will visit this year, making it the largest
machine tool show in Taiwan this year. In order to assist the
Taiwan manufacturers to expand overseas business, as well as to
seek cooperation opportunities with foreign companies, the
organisers will be holding purchasing conferences during TMTS
2018 and will be inviting international buyers and exhibitors to
conduct face-to-face matchmaking meetings, which is the
quickest and best way for exhibitors to meet buyers' needs, and
is a significant platform to expand business opportunities and
interactions, and to further grasp the market pulse.

Industry statistics
Gardner Research published its rankings for the top machine
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tool producers, importers, and exporters in 2017 by country in its
latest issue. With the rising demand from China for midrange
products and automated manufacturing cells, Taiwan's annual
output value reached USD 4.29 billion, ranked 7th in the world,
and annual export value reached USD 3.35 billion, once again
ranked the 4th largest exporter in the world. The consumption of
machine tool in Taiwan reached USD 1.78 billion in 2017 ranked
9th in the world, while annual import value was USD 840 million.
Due to the strong growth in the North American and Chinese
markets, the output value of Taiwan’s machine tool industry in
Q1 2018 was USD 1.05 billion and the export value was USD 0.83
billion, up 7.6% and 20.3% year over year, respectively. The
machine tool industry in Taiwan is export-oriented, with exports
accounting for 80% of the output. The main export countries are
China (accounting for 33.2% of total exports), the US (accounting
for 11%), emerging countries in Asia, and some parts in Europe.
Overall, Taiwan occupies a global market share of 5-6%.
The imports account for more than 44% of total machine
tool consumption in Taiwan, and the major import country is
Japan. The top 3 import models are machine tools of nontraditional processing methods, such as electrical discharge,
laser, and ultrasound; lathes; machine tools for forging,
hammering, or die-stamping.

Industry scenario
90% of Taiwan's machine tool industry are small and
medium-sized enterprises, which are capable of flexible
production and quick delivery. Under the specialised network
among machine, module and accessory, a flexible and rapid
supply chain is established to create industrial characteristics of
low transaction cost and short delivery time. There are 1,801
machine tool and accessory builders in Taiwan with 40,405
employees, investing USD 85 million in R&D and USD 3 million
on technology purchase.
Up to 90% of Taiwan machine tool and accessory industry is
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located in the central Taiwan, especially at Taichung. The tight
connection from accessory production to machine tool assembly
offers the best solution for global equipment end-users, allowing
central Taiwan to become a unique cluster of machine tool
industry in the world. Meanwhile, central Taiwan is also the
largest community of automation and machinery users in the
manufacturing sector. Taiwan's machine tool products have the
competitive edge of price–performance ratio. Their application
scopes include the manufacturing of automobiles, motorcycles,
aerospace, rail transportation, 3C products, moulds and various
mechanical accessories. Hence, they have significant influence
in the international market.

Major companies visited
During the visits to major machine tool companies in Taiwan,
it was observed that most of the manufacturers are moving
towards smartification of machine tools, gradually putting
intelligent factors in the overall manufacturing process. Taiwan's
machine tool manufacturers are aggressively using their strong

information and communication technology (ICT) knowledge,
along with today’s mobile devices such as smartphones/tablets, to
provide smart functions such as remote management and
monitoring to end users, improving their competitiveness level in
the global market. The smart technologies have also been used to
enhance environmental protection and energy-saving functions
so that their products can meet the standards and requirements
of the international manufacturing industry. Here are the key
highlights of the companies visited.

Hartford
With 50 years of experience in machining center research,
development and manufacturing, Hartford is supposed to be the
largest machining centre manufacturer and exporter in Taiwan
having a world-class factory with 95% inhouse production. The
company has successfully installed over 46,000 machines in
more than 65 countries worldwide. The current turnover of the
company is USD 160 million with 90-95% export, and about 3%
to India. Electronica Hitech Machine Tools is Hartford’s
Advt
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exclusive dealer in India. The major customers in India include
Craftsman, JBM, Sonalika, etc. “We have specially developed
5-axis and 3-axis milling machine models for the Indian market,
for automobile, aerospace and die & mould industries”, informs
Hill Chang from Hartford.

APEC
APEC (Asia Pacific Elite Corporation) is a TT Group
company that specialises in large scale 5-axis machining centres,
with aerospace and automotive die & mould manufacturers as
their key customers. It is the only Taiwanese machine tools
builder which entered the supply chain of Boeing and Airbus
for wing spar, beam, and stringer manufacturing, and to
machine CFRP cascade for the aircraft engine. The turnover of
TTGroup in 2017 was about USD 328 mn and APEC exports
over 80% of the products. According to Andrew Kung, Director,
India is the big potential market for their products and is
represented in India by agents at various locations; Intelmac,
Pune, being the main distributor.

CHMER
Ching-Hung Machinery & Electric Industrial Co Ltd,
popularly known as CHMER, offers intelligent linear motor
driven wire-cut EDM with innovative designs to improve
machining efficiency for its customers. The company has 77 sales
offices in 55 countries and 7 factories in Taiwan and China,
informs Brad Wang, Marketing Director. The company claims its
position as “first in Taiwan, second in China, and fifth in the
world” in its product segments. It posted a turnover of USD 50
mn (Year 2017), with export of 90% of the turnover. With the
export to India of about 2.5-3.0% of the total turnover, the
company sees a big potential to grow in India with its wire-cut,
sinker EDM, EDM drilling products. CHMER is represented in
India by its agents - Automac Service, Technoplus Engg, Sanki
Machine Tool, and Manav Marketing. A few of the important
customers in India include: Vasantha Toolcrafts, Amritha
Toolcrafts, Acme Toolings, Godrej & Boyce, Elmex Controls,
INA Bearings (India), GKN Sintermetals, JPM Tools, etc.

Quaser Machine Tools
Established in 1991, Quaser indicates Quality+Service, which
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is the company’s product positioning and business operating
philosophy. Quaser’s main products are machining centres,
including VMC, HMC, 5-axis and automation series. With the
turnover of USD 67.6 million, the company devotes 3-3.5% of the
turnover in R&D, and the export is 84.8% of the turnover, informs
Rock Liao, President, Quaser Machine Tools. The products are
exported to Eastern Europe, China, South-East Asia, and USA,
with technical centres in Switzerland, USA and China. The
company is represented in India by Quattro Engineering India.

YCM
Founded in 1954, YCM (Yeong Chin Machinery Industries
Co) specialises in a wide range of machining centres
manufacturing. Alex Wei, International Sales Department, YCM,
informed, “We export about 68% of our turnover, out of which
5% is to India, mainly vertical machining centres and doublecolumn machining centres”. It is represented in India by S&T
Engineers. YCM has invested a great deal of resources and man
power in growing its manufacturing technology, and has also
developed its own software, i-Operation Plus and i-Direct.

Yinsh Precision Industrial Co
Yinsh Precision Industrial Co is a specialised manufacturer of
precision parts and components such as locknuts for bearings in
machine tools, for defence, diagnostics and aerospace industries.
With the current turnover of 15 million USD, the company
exports 50% all over the world, and about 0.6% to India. Yinsh is
represented in India by its distributor Superslides & Ballscrews
Co India. “We use high precision manufacturing equipment to
improve every detail of the production process, as well as being
the first to establish a Precision Locknuts R&D and Testing Lab”,
informs Roy Wu, General Manager, Yinsh.

Chevalier Machine Tools Co
Falcon Machine Tools Co offers high-efficiency surface
grinders, CNC machining centres and turning lathes under
Chevalier brand. Established in 1978, the company received
the Research and Development award by the Taiwan
Association of Machinery Industry (TAMI) in the CNC
grinding machine category. ☐
With inputs from Taiwan Machine Tool and Accessory Builders' Association
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BIEMH 2018 - Consolidating the growth
With more machines, more products and a comprehensive view of latest
technologies, the 30th BIEMH-International Machine-Tool Biennial
Exhibition, showcased innovations and solutions in machine tools,
Industry 4.0 and advanced manufacturing. EM reports from Spain.
More than 42,000 people visited the 30th edition of BIEMH
in Spain, a figure that exceeds the final result obtained in 2016
by 5%. Xabier Basañez, the General Director of Bilbao Exhibition
Centre, called the event an “absolute success” at the press
conference, accompanied by Mª Carmen Gorostiza, Director of
BIEMH; César Garbalena, President of AFM; Eduard Farran,
President of AIMHE and Xabier Ortueta, General Director of
AFM. The show brought together a total of 1,751 exhibiting
firms from 21 countries.
Regarding the place of origin of visitors, the General Director
of BEC highlighted that, “40% of professionals came from
autonomous communities outside of the Basque Country, and
5% were from 61 foreign countries. Internationally, he noted that
the presence of Portuguese professionals had increased
considerably with respect to the previous edition, putting Portugal
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in first place. Germany and Italy have also increased the number
of professional visitors. The list is completed with participants
from the United States, Mexico, Peru, Colombia, Cuba, China,
India, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Sweden, Turkey, Algeria, Ghana,
Egypt, Tunisia, Australia, and many more”.
The sectors of greatest interest have mainly been process
automation and manufacturing (14%), machine tool accessories
(13.6%), tools (10.4%), components for machine tools (10%),
additive manufacturing and 3D printing (7.7%), metal cutting
machine tools (6.3%), handling parts and tools (6.2%),
digitalisation (6.1%), robotics (4.5%), oxy-cutting and welding
machinery (3.7%), metrology and quality control (3.3%) and
metal forming machine tools (2.8%). The professional visitors
had profiles ranging from directors and managers, to department
heads and technicians.
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The President of AFM, César Garbalena, also valued this
edition of BIEMH very positively. “We have offered a snap shot
of a very powerful sector, and of a country that is committed to
industry”, he assured. “Over the six BEC exhibition halls we
have been able to see the first multi-function machines, a large
range of part-process solutions, and outstanding examples of
Industry 4.0 with machines connected to production centres far
away”, he explained. The General Director of AFM, Xabier
Ortueta, provided information from the surveys taken of
partners taking part in BIEMH who have given the quality and
results of the trade show on the whole a score of 7.9 out of 10.
The results of this work have recorded improvements in all the
parameters analysed when compared with 2016.

Opening ceremony
The opening ceremony of the 30th BIEMH was presided over
by the President of the Basque Government (Lehendakari), Iñigo
Urkullu, who took the opportunity to underline the value of the
“Machine-Tool Biennial to showcase the transformation to the
new Industry 4.0 to the world”. “This sector leads the way in
innovation, internationalisation, and professional, technological
and digital training for human resources. And it is the benchmark
for our export capacity and presence in the global market”, he
assured. The President of the Bilbao Exhibition Centre and the
Minister for Economic Development and Infrastructures of the
Basque Government, Arantxa Tapia, also welcomed participants
in the opening ceremony, highlighting that BIEMH is “by far the
greatest professional event in the industrial sector, and the main
industrial showcase of the Basque Country to the world,
displaying an advanced and pioneering industry where Basque
companies represent the forefront of the machine tool industry”.

Hall 4.0
Hall 4 of the Bilbao Exhibition Centre was transformed this
year into “Hall 4.0”, where technologies that are essential to
successfully taking on the transformation towards the new
industry were displayed live at BeDIGITAL by BIEMH, the first
forum dedicated exclusively to the digital technology industry,
ADDIT3D, the International Trade Show on Additive and 3D
Manufacturing, and IMIC, the Industrial Maintenance
Innovation Conference. These three shows have combined their
exhibition areas with conference programmes featuring expert
speakers of the highest level and 700 delegates.
Within the context of major challenges, many professionals
have visited this space to find out about the keys to new
manufacturing paradigms emerging from concepts such as Big
Data, Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things (IoT),
Additive Manufacturing and 3D Printing, Collaborative
Robotics, and Virtual and Augmented Reality.
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Innovations displayed
Innovation took centre stage at one of the highlights of the
event, the award ceremony for the 13th National Award for
Innovation in Advanced and Digital Manufacturing. This year,
the award winners were the companies Zayer, Correa, Addilan
and Savvy. Some of the innovations displayed in the show worth
highlighting were: a new smart software for large chip cutting,
featuring a system consisting of machine drives used to generate
an oscillating movement which produces smaller chips which are
easier to remove, thus reducing machine downtime while
guaranteeing continuous production; nozzles facilitating faster
cutting operation and a new design reducing nitrogen
consumption during the cutting process to 70% and increasing
sheet production with reduced consumption; the most
comprehensive high-power thermal cutting and machining unit
on the market today, equipped with a carousel tool changer for 20
tools & an automatic slag and small parts removal system, which
makes it ideal for Service Centres; the first pneumatically-driven
collaborative robot, that with the help of flexible and delicate
movements can work directly and safely together with humans.

International buyers
“We have found what we were looking for, and we have also
discovered products and technology that we didn’t even know
existed”, opined foreign buyers visiting BIEMH, who have been
positively impressed by the technological level on offer at the
various exhibition areas, including spaces focussing on Industry
4.0. A total of 25 delegations were invited to take part in the trade
show, in a year in which professionals from the USA, a strategic
market for machine-tool companies, have stood out. Portuguese
representatives, mainly from the moulding industry, as well as
Spanish buyers from the aeronautics, automotive, and mould and
die sectors also expressed their keen interest in the event.
The delegation programme was completed with buyers from
Germany, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Belarus, Brazil, China,
Colombia, Denmark, India, Iran, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Singapore,
Sweden and Turkey among others, thanks to the collaboration of
distributors, importers and sector associations, private
representatives, SPRI offices abroad and chambers of commerce.

Economic impact
BIEMH 2018 will have generated an economic impact in terms
of Gross Domestic Product of over 42.7 million euros. This has led
to the creation of 896 direct jobs and revenues for the Regional
Treasury of 5.3 million euros. Without a doubt, the International
Machine-Tool Exhibition is one of the most significant events for
“business tourism” in the Basque Country. The next edition of
BIEMH will take place from 25 to 29 May 2020.
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“An avant-garde offer”
César Garbalena, President of AFM Cluster, talks to Shekhar Jitkar,
about the success factors of BIEMH show and the performance of
Spanish manufacturing industry. Excerpts from his interview…
BIEMH seems to be quite successful this year. Can you highlight
the success factors of the show?
In my opinion, there are several factors that explain the
success of the BIEMH. In the first place, I would highlight the
strenght of the Spanish advanced manufacturing and machine
tools sector with a powerful presence in the Basque Country
- Spain is the 9th largest producer and
exporter in the world. Our manufacturers
came to the fair with an avant-garde offer
that includes solutions, machines, systems
and equipment of last generation, which
will allow the most advanced sectors of the
economy to improve their competitiveness.
BIEMH showcased around 3,000 products,
1,200 machines and 300 novelty solutions
in operation, in an unprecedented
technological window display.
Second, we are in a favourable economic
situation: the best data of the Spanish market
of recent years and abroad, the European
market has had a great performance in 2017.
Not only Germany, our main destination,
which has grown by 20% compared to 2016,
but also Italy, France, Portugal, the UK and
Poland. China has maintained its second position in the world
ranking although the figure drops by 7.7% compared to 2016.
It also highlights the good performance of both Mexico and the
USA and Canada, which have grown almost 15%. After a good
year, India has also regained positions. In addition, Brazil and
Russia have slightly improved their figures but are still far from
recovering the levels they achieved in 2013 or 2014.
In third place, Bilbao and specifically the BEC site offer the best
conditions for a fair of these characteristics since it is an adhocdesigned venue for the exhibition of capital goods, as reflected
in the 42,000 visitors it has received during its celebration.
The offer of this edition has been more complete than ever,
since it has included a fair dedicated to digital manufacturing,
ADDIT3D, a space for digitisation, BEDIGITAL, as well as an
industrial employment fair, WORKinn.
What is your outlook on the performance of the Spanish
manufacturing industry?
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Production in the advanced manufacturing and machine tool
sector increased by 12.96% in 2017 (year-end data), exceeding
the growth forecasts and reaching a record for the sector with
1,690 million euros. The boost in turnover is largely the result of
growth (+47.76%) in the metal forming sub-sector, which in 2017
managed to complete most of the order backlog accumulated
since 2016, with a 56% growth in the number
of orders. The metal cutting sub-sector also
grew, but much more moderately, with a
4.71% growth during 2017, starting the year
with irregular results and finally achieving
sustained growth. Other sub-sectors have
also remained in positive figures, with the
parts sub-sector growing by 4.54% and the
cutting tool sub-sector by 6.53%.
The forecasts for 2018 show a stable
scenario, in which we expect the turnover
of the sector to maintain the levels of 2017.
Although the high turnover level of 2017 has
reduced the order backlogs, the good figures
for the new orders during the first months of
this year, lead us to think that achieving the
2017 figures during 2018 will be possible.
What are the future plans and initiative from AFM for the
development of the Spanish manufacturing sector?
From AFM we are working on three major challenges in the
sector: The first has to do with the adaptation of the offer to
the needs of the clients and it goes through a greater flexibility
and proximity with the client, a disposition to innovate
continuously and an even greater reinforcement of the
internationalisation of the companies.
The second is the digitisation of the industry. It opens a
world of new opportunities - the connected machines, the
knowledge of the manufacturing processes, the contribution
of services that complement the sale of equipment, etc. New
ways of delivering value to the customer are born.
The third challenge has to do with people, the main asset of
a knowledge sector like ours. We need to continue adapting the
profiles of our companies to a totally globalised competitive
context which is immersed in a technological change plan for
digitisation. ☐
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Ultra-compact IPC series

Sensors and monitoring modules

Beckhoff has introduced the ultra-compact Industrial PC, which offers
extended variety of interfaces and 1-second UPS. The newest generation of
universal, flexible and ultra-compact IPCs is ideal for all tasks in the
fields of automation, visualisation and
communication. The series has been
expanded with the addition of the
C6017, which combines compact
design and great installation flexibility.
The success of the C6015 quickly
created additional demand, especially
from applications with increased
requirements for connectivity and
C6017 IPC
data security in the event of potential
power supply failures. The C6017 was
developed precisely for this purpose—the existing C6015 configuration with
DisplayPort connection, an onboard dual Ethernet adapter with two
100/1000Base-T connections as well as a USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 port, is being
extended on the C6017 with an additional two RJ45 and two USB 2.0
interfaces. Moreover, an optional capacitive 1-second UPS is integrated,
which ensures storage of persistent data in the event of a power supply failure.

igus has been developing a family of products under the heading 'isense',
where various sensors and monitoring modules add intelligence to plastic
solutions, such as, energy chains, cables, linear guides and slewing ring
bearings. They measure the wear
during the operation and alert the
user early enough to plan repair or
replacement. By networking using
the igus communication module
(icom), the online status and alert
display, for example via a PC, tablet
or smartphone, is just as possible
Isense
as a direct integration into the
customer's infrastructure. These
smart plastics are already predicting the service life of numerous customer
applications, such as, in the automotive industry. The improved isense
modules, which use sensors to collect data from the energy chain, cable,
linear guide or slewing ring bearing, are equipped with a serial interface and
can be easily integrated into a control cabinet. A data logger allows the storing
of values on an SD card. The data measured by the different isense systems
are then sent wirelessly to the icom module, summarised and processed.

Beckhoff Automation | Pune

igus India | Bengaluru

Email: info@beckhoff.co.in | Tel: +91-20-40004800

Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-9341136381

Chipbreakers and insert grade for hardened steels
Mitsubishi Materials recently added to the existing range
of inserts for steels, stainless and cast iron and it has been
complemented with 2 new chip breakers and a new insert
grade. The latest PVD coating technology has been applied
to the new DP8020 grade to supplement its durable carbide
substrate. This makes it the ideal grade to combine with
the new UH chip breaker. The strengthened edge of this
chip breaker provides the properties for reliable drilling of
harder materials up to 45HRC. For aluminium machining,
the uncoated TF15 grade now comes equipped with the
new UN chipbreaker. With a sharp ground edge, it provides
outstanding chip disposal and helps to prevent chip
welding for increased reliability. The outer insert in this
type of drill naturally runs at a higher speed than the inner,
thereby, leading to higher levels of wear. Consequently,
the inner insert needs to have a higher level of stability and
resistance to fracturing at lower speeds. This anomaly has
been negated by using a CVD coated outer insert that has
higher abrasion resistance, in tandem with a PVD coated
inner insert that can cope better with fracturing forces and
resistance to welding.

Pioneer Yi Enterprise has introduced the enforced rib constructed column and
basement made of Meehanite cast-iron, to ensure high rigidity
and stability of machine. The Microntec Series deep hole drilling machine,
which is one of their four
axes more servo motor,
molds-off-center holes &
drill-performs 3-35 mm
round diameter with a
maximum drilling length of
more than 1500 mm. It
also gives the option of
GD-1200HMNC
drilling head tilting, column
movement and CNC rotary
table. The 4th servo axes helps to correct and fast find drilling point, to perform
in small and large batch productions as well as individual parts. Multi-functional
deep hole drilling machine with milling and tapping features with a maximum
of 300 mm in mill and tap of bed type deep hole drilling machine is also
available. The benefits of the Microntec CNC drill machine includes customer
service in the long term and includes machine accuracy inspection and parts
drill accuracy testing before shipment, machine installation, part drill training,
one line CNC alarm solution and solution to machine issues.

MMC Hardmetal India I Pune
Email: mayur.kulkarni@mmci.co.in I Tel: 020-65208430, 91-9890595858

Pioneer Yi Enterprise I Taiwan
Email: pioneer.yi@msa.hinet.net I Tel: 886-4-25208152

DP8020 grade
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IR thermometer with colour alert

Process sensors

Extech Instruments recently introduced the Extech IR270, an IR thermometer
with colour alert, which is ideal for quick checks of multiple spots in a
process or for catching spikes in
temperature. It’s easily programmable
high or low alarm with tri-color display
and audible alarm measures non-contact
temperature of up to 1202°F (650°C). It
also takes non-contact temperature
measurements from -4 to 1202°F (-20 to
650°C) and has a maximum resolution of
0.1°F/°C and basic accuracy of ±(1% of
reading + 2°F/1°C) with a 12:1 distance
to spot (target) ratio. It further has a
built-in laser pointer that identifies target
area with on/off button and has a Extech IR270
programmable high/low alarm with
audible beeper. The tri-color LCD display changes to blue backlight when
reading goes below low alarm setting and red backlight when reading
exceeds high set point. With an adjustable emissivity (0.10 to 1.00) that
increases measurement accuracy, it can record or recall up to 20 readings.

ifm electronic recently introduced the new calorimetric flow meters for
liquids and gases, which are optimised for water, oils, glycol and air. The
devices feature a fast response
time and integrated temperature
measurement. In the absolute
mode, the internal pipe diameter
can be set from DN15 to DN400.
Moreover, the flow meters come
with a red or green colour selection
for process values and optimised
alignment,
thanks
to
the
rotatability of the process Process sensor
connection. The SA type flow meter
operates on the calorimetric measuring principle. Two measuring elements
as well as a heat source are located on the measuring tip. The physical effect
that a flowing medium absorbs heat energy and conducts it away is used.
The resulting temperature change is an indication of flow. The new SA type
sensor has been designed to detect and measure flow and temperature even
in large internal pipe diameters up to 400 mm. Therefore, it can be used in a
multitude of applications.

FLIR Systems India I New Delhi
Email: manpreet.kaur@flir.com.hk I Tel: +91-11-4560 3555

ifm electronic India I Kolhapur
Email: info.india@ifm.com I Tel: + 91-2312672770

Hydraulic presses

Enclosure cooling units

DEES Hydraulic, a hydraulic press manufacturer with factories in Taiwan and
China, has recently introduced the triple-actioned tryout hydraulic press in
Volvo. The press comes equipped with
accumulator to speed up the production
efficiency and also comes with outer and
inner slides and cushion system for car
body part forming. Further, it can move
bolster to make the die change easier.
Apart from introducing such products, the
company is also focusing on increasing its
manufacturing flexibility, constructing
global distribution networks, improving
quality
standards
and
reducing Tryout hydraulic press
manufacturing costs or clients. With a
keen eye on continuous investment in research and development, DEES
supplies to customers belonging to the automotive sector worldwide. Their
main products include tandem lines, deep drawing, hot forming, hemming,
die spotting, tryout, transfer, servo-controlled, C-frame and 4-post hydraulic
presses. With micro-prevision control and energy efficiency at the top of their
R&D goals, the company owns various patents and inventions that create
unique presses for their customers.

Rittal has introduced Blue e+ cooling units, which are the perfect answer to the
demanding needs in enclosure cooling. The all-new hybrid cooling technology
by the company has taken the
cooling units’ energy efficiency to a
whole new level. Electrical and
electronic components used in
industrial applications, such as,
switchgear, drives, metering
components, indication lamps,
protection relays, overload relays,
etc dissipate heat during their
regular operation. The heat, thus,
dissipated, tends to build up inside
the enclosure that houses these Blue e+ cooling units
active components. This is further
amplified by high ambient temperatures during hot summers. It is important to
maintain the temperature inside an enclosure within a particular range, since
excessive heat build-up inside an enclosure may cause failure of the abovesaid active components. Such failures hamper the production and manufacturing
operations and could be disastrous at certain times. This also increases
downtime and cost to the organisation.

DEES Hydraulic I Taiwan
Email: sales@spc.com.tw I Tel: +886-22601-8661

Rittal India I Bengaluru
Email: info@rittal-india.com I Tel: +91-803372 0700
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» Automation & Control
With digitalisation and IoT, industrial
automation has become a competitive
gain in today’s industrial setting. While
manufacturing automation has become a
prevalent progression, with developments in
technologies, such as, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and remote communication, new
technologies in industrial automation are
generating prospects for manufacturers
around the globe. The subsequent feature
will analyse the trends that lie ahead in
automation and control and the impacts
they are likely to have.

» Defence Manufacturing
Defence manufacturing in India has gone
through a vast change in the last few years.
Today’s fast growing technologies and
the ‘Make in India’ initiative is compelling
defence firms to pursue a broader base
of local suppliers and train them to
manufacture as per specifications. The next
issue will explore the new trends in defence
manufacturing and how India can step up to
be at par with global companies.
» Motors and Drives
Although motor manufacturers commonly
produce their own drives according to their
motors, new trends are incipient. Motion
vendors are developing frameworks that help
them gather custom motor designs quickly
and with excellence. Paying attention to
customisation, motor manufacturers deliver
the flexibility essential for the design teams.
With various alternatives available, the
following issue will determine how today’s
motors and drives solutions give end-users
easy access to the performance they require.

» Industrial Parts Cleaning
Industrial equipment and parts need to be
cleaned and the degree of spotlessness
and how it‘s attained differs extensively,
from instrument to instrument. Today‘s
industrial environment is marked by
vastly precise machining and finishing
processes. Thus, any impurity or debris
left behind on parts will certainly prove
to be an issue and has to be separated
for the parts to function dependably. The
next issue will assess cleaning strategies
to increase productivity and address the
challenges in cleaning industrial parts.
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